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Abstract

NYSE and Nasdaq trades increasingly cluster on multiples of 500, 1,000, and 5,000 shares. Such

clustering varies over time and across stocks, and tends to increase with the level of trading activity.

Furthermore, rounded trades tend to have more persistence both in occurrence and in trade

initiation. Finally, medium-sized rounded trades tend to have greater relative price impact than large

rounded trades. From these observations we surmise that trade-size clustering is consistent, at least in

part, with the actions of stealth traders who tend to use medium-sized rounded transactions in an

attempt to disguise their trades.
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1. Introduction

In this paper we examine the relatively unexplored area of trade-size clustering in
financial markets. While several studies examine the relations between trade size and things
such as prices, information, and spreads, our focus is different in that we seek to determine
whether trade-size clustering exists for the typical NYSE or Nasdaq stock, and if so, its
economic consequences.1

Price clustering has been found in US stock markets and many other settings such as
initial public offerings, seasoned equity offerings, foreign exchange markets, gold markets,
derivatives markets, and bank deposit rates.2 Various hypotheses have been proposed to
explain such clustering. For instance, Ball, Torous, and Tschoegl (1985), Harris (1991),
and Grossman, Miller, Cone, Fischel, and Ross (1997) develop the negotiations
hypothesis. This hypothesis argues that while a more ‘‘precise’’ price that is mutually
acceptable to both the buyer and the seller can be reached by continuing negotiations, the
incremental benefit to each side decreases and the exposure of each side to reporting and
price risk increases.3 Thus, the negotiations hypothesis suggests that a trade will take place
when each party views the incremental risks from continuing negotiations as offsetting the
incremental benefits. In this scenario, price clustering occurs naturally as agents try to
simplify the negotiation process.
In a second line of reasoning, Wyckoff (1963, pp. 106–107) notes that ‘‘we think in

round numbers and try to sell at round numbers.’’ Similarly, Niederhoffer and Osborne
(1966, p. 914) state that ‘‘the tendency of traders to prefer integers seems to be a
fundamental and stable principle of stock market psychology,’’ and Ikenberry and Weston
(2003, p. 3), who cite previous studies of people having a preference for even numbers or
numbers ending in a zero or five, argue that ‘‘price clustering may be a collective preference
by investors to voluntarily trade at particular price levels in order to y minimize cognitive
processing costs.’’ We refer to this line of reasoning for price clustering as the behavioral
hypothesis.
Third, Christie and Schultz (1994) hypothesize that the relative absence of odd-eighth

quotes in the Nasdaq market was the result of implicit collusion among dealers for the
purpose of increasing market-making revenues; the authors provide supporting evidence.
Thus, the collusion hypothesis is a third hypothesis for price clustering.
Of these three explanations of price clustering, collusion is not likely to be applicable to

trade-size clustering, as the gains from colluding are not apparent. However, the
negotiations hypothesis is plausible, as using a rounded size may reduce reporting risk and
speed up negotiations. The behavioral hypothesis is also plausible. Institutional investors,
who have greater involvement relative to individuals as trade size increases (see, for
example, Chakravarty, 2001, p. 300), may tend to favor rounded sizes because doing so is
1See, for example, Easley and O’Hara (1987) and Brennan and Subrahmanyam (1998).
2See, for example, Ball, Torous, and Tschoegl (1985), Harris (1991), Christie and Schultz (1994), Grossman,

Miller, Cone, Fischel, and Ross (1997), Gwilym, Clare, and Thomas (1998), Kahn, Pennachi, and Sopranzetti

(1999), Chen and Ritter (2000), Yeoman (2001), Sopranzetti and Datar (2002), Ikenberry and Weston (2003),

Mola and Loughran (2004), and Moulton (2005).
3Reporting risk refers to an error in reporting the agreed-upon price that subsequently leads to costs being

incurred in resolving the dispute; it is more likely to occur when the agreed-upon price is more ‘‘precise.’’ Price risk

refers to the chance that the price will move away from the reservation price of one of the traders, and is

increasingly likely to occur as negotiations continue.
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increasingly inconsequential in terms of portfolio management. For example, rounding an
order for 14,900 shares to 15,000 is less consequential than rounding an order from 4,900
shares to 5,000, as the effect in the aggregate purchase price and the security’s portfolio
weight is proportionally much smaller.

Turning to the issue of trade-size clustering, Hodrick and Moulton (2005) recently
analyzed such clustering in a rational expectations framework. In their model, when many
heterogeneous uninformed investors are present an asset will trade at an increasing number
of distinct sizes as the desire by investors for trading exact quantities increases.
Accordingly, Moulton (2005) hypothesizes that there is less trade-size clustering shortly
before the end of calendar quarters, perhaps because of the desire of portfolio managers to
have their portfolios more fully aligned with their given objectives. Note that this
conjecture is consistent with what Moulton observes in her empirical analysis of the
foreign exchange market. We refer to this hypothesis as the end-of-quarter hypothesis.

Several other papers are also relevant to our work. First, Admati and Pfleiderer (1988)
show that informed traders will attempt to disguise their trades by placing them during
times of abnormally heavy trading. Second, Barclay and Warner (1993), Hasbrouck
(1995), and Chakravarty (2001) document the presence of stealth trading by institutional
investors by showing that medium-sized trades tend to have a disproportionately greater
aggregate price impact that is attributable to informed traders disguising at least some of
their trades by using such sizes (here a medium-sized trade is defined to be a trade between
500 and 9,900 shares). Third, Keim and Madhavan (1995) and others provide empirical
evidence that institutions often break up their orders and fill them over time. Fourth,
Chordia and Subrahmanyam (2004) present a model in which traders find it optimal under
certain conditions to break up their orders, and find empirical evidence that trades in one
direction tend to be followed by trades in the same direction, supporting their model.4 We
refer to the attempt to disguise large informed trades by using smaller sizes as the stealth
trading hypothesis.

Our analysis of NYSE and Nasdaq stocks indicates that orders and trades tend to
cluster at three levels. In increasing intensity, these levels are multiples of 500, 1,000, and
5,000 shares. For example, there are significantly more trades for 3,500 shares than for
either 3,400 or 3,600 shares. There are significantly more trades for 4,000 shares than for
3,500 or 4,500 shares, and there are significantly more trades for 5,000 shares than at 4,000
or 6,000 shares. Additionally, there is substantial variation in the amount of trade-size
clustering over time for the typical stock and across stocks on a typical day, with some
diminution in the overall amount after decimalization. Surprisingly, trade-size clustering
tends to occur simultaneously with price clustering, suggesting the possibility that the
negotiations hypothesis is behind both forms of clustering.

In subsequent analysis we make the following observations. First, rounded trades tend
to have a greater price impact than unrounded trades. Second, rounded trades of medium
size tend have a greater relative price impact than those of large size. Third, rounded trades
are more likely to occur if the previous trade was rounded. Fourth, trade initiation is more
persistent for rounded trades, i.e., buyer- (seller-) initiated trades are more likely to follow
buyer- (seller-) initiated trades when the trades are rounded. Fifth, trade-size rounding
tends to increase when trading activity is abnormally heavy. From these observations we
4Bertsimas and Lo (1998) derive optimal trading strategies for breaking up a large block of shares over time

while Seppi (1990) presents a model for why an institutional investor would not want to break up a large block.
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surmise that trade-size clustering is consistent, at least in part, with the actions of stealth
traders who tend to use rounded medium-sized transactions in an attempt to disguise their
trades, particularly during periods when there is an unusually large amount of trading
taking place.
Other observations are that trade-size clustering is more likely to occur for large orders

and orders that exceed the quoted depth, but is less likely to occur for high-priced stocks
and stocks that are members of the S&P 1500. Interestingly, rounded trades are less likely
to occur if the trade occurs shortly before quarter-end, consistent with the end-of-quarter
hypothesis.
These observations might be of value to a stealth trader in that using a sequence of

unrounded medium sizes appears to be less costly than a sequence of rounded medium
sizes because of the smaller price impact associated with the unrounded medium sizes.5

However, without order data this implication is more speculative than conclusive. The
results also suggest that specialists and dealers are not fooled by the actions of stealth
traders, as they appear to adjust the spread midpoint within five minutes of the execution
of a rounded medium-sized trade.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the distribution of order and trade

size and presents evidence of trade-size clustering. Section 3 explores the relation between
trade-size and price clustering. Section 4 presents a bivariate probit model to examine
variables that might influence whether a rounded or unrounded trade size is used when a
trade is executed. Sections 5 and 6 compare effective spreads and price impacts,
respectively, for rounded and unrounded trade sizes. Section 7 examines alternative
explanations for trade-size clustering. Lastly, Section 8 presents the conclusions.

2. Presence of size clustering

Our initial analysis for the presence of size clustering involves the sample of NYSE
stocks contained in the TORQ (Trades, Orders, Reports, and Quotes) database, the only
publicly available database that contains NYSE information on both orders and trades.

2.1. TORQ sample

The TORQ database consists of 144 randomly chosen NYSE stocks during 63 trading
days from November 1990 through January 1991. More specifically, TORQ contains
SuperDot system order data in the SOD file and audit trail data in the CAUD file, as well
as trade and quote data from the Securities Industry Automation Corporation (SIAC).
Because more recent data are available only for NYSE trades, we examine TORQ to see if
there are any notable differences in the extent of size clustering between orders and trades.
If none are observed, then trade-size results using samples from the larger and more recent
TAQ (Trades and Quotes) database of all NYSE trades are likely to be applicable to
orders.6 We also analyze samples of Nasdaq trades in order to determine whether the
NYSE results are attributable to its different market structure.
5Offsetting the benefit of smaller price impacts associated with medium-sized unrounded trades is the

observation that under penny pricing, such trades tend to have wider effective spreads.
6Chakravarty (2001) notes there is noise in the reported trade size on the NYSE, as specialists have flexibility in

how they report trades when there are multiple parties on at least one side of the trade. For example, a single

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/222545604_Stealth_Trading_Which_Traders'_Trades_Move_Stock_Prices?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-3988e6d0c089df1da4cbf28e2862d8a0-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzIyMjc3Njk4NTtBUzoxMDExMjM5MTg2NjM2ODRAMTQwMTEyMTIyOTk4Ng==
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2.2. TAQ samples

The second, third, and fourth samples involve trades and quotes of three separate sets of
200 randomly chosen NYSE common stocks during 1995, 1998, and 2002. We choose
these in order to analyze trade-size clustering for a full calendar year under three distinct
pricing regimes. On June 24, 1997, the minimum tick size changed from $1/8 to $1/16 (1995
versus 1998) and on January 29, 2001, trades began being executed and reported using
decimals (1998 versus 2002). Comparing samples from the three different sample years
allows us to analyze tradeoffs between coarseness in price regimes versus coarseness in
trade sizes.

The fifth and sixth samples involve trades and quotes of two separate sets of 200
randomly chosen Nasdaq common stocks during 1998 and 2002. While a NYSE sample
was taken for 1995, we omit a Nasdaq sample for this year because the implementation of
the Order Handling Rules of 1997 substantially changed the way stocks are traded on
Nasdaq, requiring, for example, the display of limit orders.7

In sampling the NYSE and Nasdaq universe of stocks, we exclude certain stocks in order
to reduce the chance of admitting potentially confounding effects. Specifically, we use the
CRSP database to identify and exclude any stock that (1) was other than an ordinary
common share, (2) changed its ticker symbol over the year, (3) split during the year, or (4)
was an ADR, closed-end fund, REIT, or share of beneficial interest, unit, or certificate.
Many NYSE stocks trade elsewhere such as on regional stock exchanges or the third
market. In our analysis of the NYSE stock samples, only those trades executed on the
NYSE are examined, except as indicated.8 In addition, opening trades on the NYSE and
trades prior to 9:45 am on Nasdaq are excluded.

Table 1 provides a cross-sectional summary of the sample stocks and their trading
statistics. Not surprisingly, the Nasdaq samples consist of stocks that have, on average,
lower market capitalizations, share prices, and membership in the S&P 1500 relative to the
NYSE stock samples.

2.3. Distribution of order and trade size

We begin by using the TORQ and TAQ databases to estimate the probability
distributions of order and trade size in increments of 100 shares for each stock, and then
we calculate the average probability for each order or trade size across stocks. While only
the round lot portions of trades that include partial odd lots are reported in the TORQ and
TAQ files, the TORQ order file includes partial odd lots.9 To be consistent with the trade
files, order sizes are rounded down to the lower 100-share multiple unless the resulting size
is a multiple of 500 shares, in which case the size is rounded up because any order that
(footnote continued)

buyer of 8,000 shares could be matched with two 4,000-share sellers, in which case the specialist could report one

trade of 8,000 shares or two trades of 4,000 shares. By comparing orders and trades with TORQ data, we can

determine the extent to which such reporting introduces bias in trade sizes. The results reported in our tables

indicate no substantive differences.
7See Federal Register (1996).
8Our analysis of off-exchange trades in NYSE stocks reveals a similar pattern of trade-size clustering.
9Partial odd lots are involved in 10.2% of the orders on TORQ.
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Table 1

Cross-sectional daily trade summary and stock characteristics

NYSE TORQ 1990–1991 NYSE TAQ trades Nasdaq TAQ trades

Orders Trades 1995 1998 2002 1998 2002

A. Number of days 63 63 252 252 252 252 252

B. Sample

Number of stocks 144 144 200 200 200 200 200

Number in S&P 1500 40 40 105 112 134 17 28

Market capitalization (in $billions)

Mean 2.8 2.8 2.0 4.4 5.1 0.2 0.4

Median 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.6 1.2 0.1 0.1

Standard deviation 9.8 9.8 4.2 14.6 16.8 0.6 1.1

C. Orders and trades

Average price

Mean NA $19.40 $26.91 $29.62 $25.05 $13.24 $11.19

Median NA $15.94 $22.12 $25.35 $22.10 $10.49 $8.23

Standard deviation NA $19.35 $17.92 $25.00 $16.06 $11.41 $9.80

Average number of trades/orders per day

Overall

Mean 91.8 49.0 61.8 127.3 571.5 79.9 629.7

Median 28.2 16.4 35.7 52.1 358.8 30.4 85.1

Standard deviation 197.9 105.6 80.3 225.9 645.1 159.2 2,137.2

Small

Mean 44.9 20.6 22.8 46.0 326.5 28.2 437.7

Median 11.1 6.5 13.8 18.2 245.8 8.5 46.5

Standard deviation 103.1 44.4 25.6 79.5 301.9 58.4 1,461.0

Medium

Mean 44.8 25.9 35.0 75.7 231.5 50.2 188.4

Median 14.0 8.0 19.2 30.6 95.5 20.1 24.3

Standard deviation 94.5 60.4 49.5 137.7 344.2 100.6 684.6

Large

Mean 2.1 2.5 3.9 5.6 13.5 1.5 3.8

Median 0.5 0.3 1.4 1.1 2.0 0.4 0.5

Standard deviation 5.1 6.2 7.2 11.2 33.3 3.5 11.3

This table reports cross-sectional statistics for the (1) daily average number of trades (or orders) per stock, and (2)

average trade price for all of the stocks in TORQ and for 200 randomly selected NYSE and Nasdaq common

stocks in TAQ. TORQ orders include all regular-way buy and sell orders. Trades from the TAQ database and

from the NYSE’s CT file are filtered as in Bessembinder (1997). Small-size trades are for 100–400 shares (100–499

for TORQ orders). Medium-sized trades are for 500–9,900 shares (500–9,999 for TORQ orders). Large-sized

trades are for 10,000 or more shares. Information regarding the S&P 1500 comes from S&P Reports. Market

capitalization in $billions, is based on the previous year’s ending price and shares outstanding. Trades executed on

the regional exchanges, opening trades on the NYSE, and trades executed on Nasdaq prior to 9:45 am are

excluded.

G.J. Alexander, M.A. Peterson / Journal of Financial Economics 84 (2007) 435–471440
involves an odd lot is, by our definition, not rounded.10 Note that this procedure is
conservative in its treatment of order size rounding, as it biases downward the reported
frequencies of sizes involving multiples of 500 shares.
10Thus, an order for 490 shares is treated as an order for 400 shares and an order for 510 shares is treated as an

order for 600 shares, whereas orders for either 710 or 790 shares are rounded down to 700 shares.
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Fig. 1 displays the average distributions on a log scale (up to 6,000 shares to conserve
space) and suggests that there are three levels of size clustering in both orders and trades.
In increasing intensity, these levels are multiples of 500, 1,000, and 5,000 shares. For
example, there are more trades at 3,500 shares than either 3,400 or 3,600 shares.
Furthermore, there are more trades at 4,000 shares than at 3,500 or 4,500 shares. Lastly,
there are more trades at 5,000 shares than at 4,000 or 6,000 shares. Interestingly, there
appears to be little difference (1) in the pattern of clustering between orders and trades in
1990–1991, (2) in trades over the four sample periods, and (3) between NYSE and Nasdaq
trades.11

To test whether size clustering is significant, we estimate the following regression
equation separately for orders and trades:

LnFreqi ¼ aþ b500 D500i þ b1000 D1000i þ b5000 D5000i þ bLnSize LnSizei þ �i, (1)

where ei is a random error term, and
LnFreqi ¼ natural log of the percentage of orders or trades in the average stock that are

of size i,
D500i ¼ 1 if order or trade size i is a multiple of 500 shares, 0 otherwise,
D1000i ¼ 1 if order or trade size i is a multiple of 1,000 shares, 0 otherwise,
D5000i ¼ 1 if order or trade size i is a multiple of 5,000 shares, 0 otherwise, and
LnSizei ¼ natural log of order or trade size i measured in number of shares.
Table 2 reports the regression results, correcting for autocorrelation in the error terms,

for TORQ in Panel A and TAQ in Panels B and C. The results indicate that all the
estimates of b500 are positive and significant for orders and trades. This observation is
consistent with clustering occurring on multiples of 500 shares. Furthermore, all the
estimates of b1000 and b5000 are also positive and significant, indicating increasing levels of
clustering associated with multiples of 1,000 and 5,000 shares. The adjusted-R2 values are
similar, all being in excess of 0.92 and attesting to the good fit of the model. Importantly,
the results are very similar across orders and trades as well as over time and across
markets.

Fig. 1 and the significant negative estimates of bLnSize in Table 2 indicate that the
frequency of both orders and trades decrease with size. To test for clustering while
controlling for size levels, we conduct one-tailed binomial z-tests of proportions of the
average order-size and trade-size clustering frequencies by aggregating the data across
stocks. This aggregation is done for each sample year in individual and pooled trade-size
levels. Consider the individual tests using, for example, 1995 NYSE trades. Initially, the sum
(N) of the number of trades at 400, 500, and 600 shares across all stocks is 525,688, with the
500-share proportion p being 295,226/525,688 ¼ 0.5616 with q ¼ 1 – p ¼ 1 – 0.5616 ¼
0.4384. Accordingly, the square root (s) of pq/N is (0.5616� 0.4384/525,688)1/2 ¼ 0.0007
and the resulting z-statistic is (p – 0.3333)/s ¼ (0.5616 – 0.3333)/0.0007 ¼ 333.55; the p-value
from the unit normal cumulative probability density function is 0.0000. We repeat this
process for each multiple of 500 shares, ending with 20,000 shares, which results in 40
11Our analysis of time-weighted quoted depths reveals similar levels of size clustering, where the time-weighted

depth is based on the aggregate time a particular depth existed during the sample year across all stocks. For the

NYSE stocks, we define the depth as the maximum contemporaneous quoted depth across all markets at the

inside quotes. For the Nasdaq stocks we use the reported depths at the inside quotes disseminated by Nasdaq.
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A. TORQ NYSE orders, 1990-91
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B. TORQ NYSE trades, 1990-91
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C. TAQ NYSE trades, 1995
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D. TAQ NYSE trades, 1998
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Fig. 1. Distribution of order and trade sizes. These figures display the cross-sectional average probability

distribution of order and trade size of stocks in the TORQ and TAQ databases as described in Table 1. For

TORQ, regular-way buy and sell orders are taken from the SOD file. SOD orders with an odd lot component are

rounded down to the lower size in hundreds, except for sizes that are multiples of 500. For example, an order for

510 shares would be rounded to 600 shares, but an order for 790 shares would be rounded to 700 shares. The

figures are truncated to 6,000 shares to conserve space. (A) TORQ NYSE orders, 1990–1991; (B) TORQ NYSE

trades, 1990–1991; (C) TAQ NYSE trades, 1995; (D) TAQ NYSE trades, 1998; (E) TAQ NYSE trades, 2002; (F)

TAQ Nasdaq trades, 1998; and (G) TAQ Nasdaq trades, 2002.
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E. TAQ NYSE trades, 2002 
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F. TAQ Nasdaq trades, 1998
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G. TAQ Nasdaq trades, 2002
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Fig. 1. (Continued)
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individual test p-values. We determine the percentage of these p-values that are less than or
equal to 0.05.

For pooled tests, we sum all trades that are multiples of 500 shares, along with all trades
that are either 100 shares more or less than multiples of 500 shares. Thus, we sum the
number of trades at 400, 500, 600, 900, 1,000, 1,100, and so on ending with 20,100 shares,
along with the number of trades at multiples of 500 shares (i.e., 500, 1,000, 1,500, and so
on, ending with 20,000 shares). These two sums are used to determine a pooled proportion
p and ultimately a pooled z-statistic and p-value in the same manner as for individual trade
sizes.

These tests have a null hypothesis that the probability of the interior size, relative to the
interior and two adjacent exterior sizes, is less than or equal to 1/3. Given the results in
Table 2, where frequency is a linear function of 1/size2, this is a conservative test in that it is
biased toward not rejecting the null. That is, if the null is that rounding is not present and
trade frequency is convex in size, then the relative frequency of a rounded size is strictly less
than 1/3.
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Table 2

Regression tests for the presence of size clustering

Coefficient estimates

Intercept b500 b1000 b5000 bLnSize Adjusted R2

A. NYSE 1990– 1991

Orders 13.030** 0.929** 1.192** 2.418** �2.519** 0.924

(1.098) (0.118) (0.182) (0.289) (0.121)

Trades 9.377** 0.942** 0.900** 2.164** �1.984** 0.970

(0.655) (0.084) (0.117) (0.186) (0.072)

B. NYSE trades

1995 8.497** 0.856** 0.908** 2.164** �1.855** 0.982

(0.590) (0.081) (0.121) (0.189) (0.064)

1998 9.562** 0.954** 0.884** 2.011** �2.005** 0.981

(0.739) (0.067) (0.094) (0.184) (0.080)

2002 10.291** 0.424** 0.819** 2.062** �2.143** 0.990

(0.503) (0.052) (0.065) (0.202) (0.055)

C. Nasdaq trades

1998 12.059** 1.573** 1.094** 2.405** �2.425** 0.960

(1.055) (0.156) (0.204) (0.185) (0.115)

2002 12.242** 1.042** 1.118** 2.189** �2.470** 0.969

(0.739) (0.132) (0.142) (0.163) (0.081)

We estimate a regression using the cross-sectional average size probability distributions (see Fig. 1) with the

following model:

LnFreqi ¼ aþ b500 D500i þ b1000 D1000i þ b5000 D5000i þ bLnSize LnSizei þ �i ,

where LnFreqi is the natural log of the percentage of orders or trades in the average stock that are of size i, D500i is

a dummy variable set to one if size i is a multiple of 500 shares, zero otherwise, D1000i is a dummy variable set to

one if size i is a multiple of 1,000 shares, zero otherwise, D5000i is a dummy variable set to one if size i is a multiple

of 5,000 shares, zero otherwise, and LnSizei is the natural log of the order or trade size i in shares. **/* indicates

significance at the 1%/5% level using a t-test. Standard errors of the coefficient estimates, corrected for

autocorrelation, are in parentheses.
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Looking first at the pooled tests, the top part of Panel A of Table 3 indicates that over
70% of the orders or trades are at a rounded size except for 2002, when it is 51.6% for
NYSE and 61.5% for Nasdaq. Hence, it is not surprising that the binomial z-tests reject
the null at the 1% significance level for every sample. Moving on to the individual tests, it
can be seen that 100% of the 40 multiples of 500 shares in each sample have significant
rounding in size with one minor exception (TORQ orders), where 80%, or 32 of the 40
clusters, report significant rounding. Thus, there appears to be size clustering at multiples
of 500 shares.
Orders and trades are similarly examined for clustering at multiples of 1,000 shares.

Here, for each sample we contrast the frequencies at each multiple with trade sizes that are
exactly 500 shares more or less than the multiple, beginning with a trade size of 1,000
shares. Thus, for individual tests the number of trades at 1,000 shares is compared to the
summed number of trades at 500, 1,000, and 1,500 shares, with similar additional tests for
other multiples of 1,000 shares. As before, we also conduct a pooled test resulting in a
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Table 3

Variation (%) in trade-size clustering

NYSE 1990–1991 NYSE trades Nasdaq trades

Orders Trades 1995 1998 2002 1998 2002

A. Percent of trades at rounded sizes

% Rounded, 500X 71.5** 71.6** 72.1** 70.1** 51.6** 83.3** 61.5**

(80.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0)

% Rounded, 1000X 55.3** 55.5** 56.0** 52.8** 45.1** 66.6%** 43.7**

(89.5%) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (89.5) (78.9)

% Rounded, 5000X 75.3** 76.5** 75.2** 72.9** 72.1** 75.8** 77.4**

(100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0)

B. Distribution of daily cross-sectional percent rounded

Mean 72.1 67.9 69.2 69.5 50.4 81.4 65.2

(2.0) (2.4) (1.8) (1.7) (2.1) (2.0) (2.7)

Standard 22.4 24.3 19.6 18.3 15.6 19.4 21.2

deviation (1.9) (2.0) (1.6) (1.5) (1.5) (2.0) (1.5)

C. Distribution of individual stock time-series percent rounded

Mean 72.4 68.6 69.4 69.5 50.6 81.0 65.8

(10.7) (9.9) (7.5) (6.5) (7.3) (5.8) (8.3)

Standard 19.1 22.7 17.0 15.8 12.1 18.7 19.5

deviation (9.5) (11.4) (8.4) (9.0) (8.4) (10.0) (10.8)

Panel A reports the percent of trades at rounded sizes. The row labeled % Rounded, 500X is based on rounded

sizes at 500X, X ¼ 1–40 and unrounded sizes plus or minus 100 shares of rounded size. The row labeled %

Rounded, 1,000X is based on rounded sizes at 1,000X, X ¼ 1–19 and unrounded sizes plus or minus exactly 500

shares of rounded size. The row labeled % Rounded, 5,000X is based on rounded sizes at 5,000X, X ¼ 1–3 and

unrounded sizes plus or minus exactly 1,000 shares of rounded size. The first figure in each cell reports the pooled

percent rounded, and the figure in parentheses is the percent of clusters at 500X, 1,000X, or 5,000X for which

significant rounding in size exists based on a binomial z-test of proportions. **/* indicates significance at the 1%/

5% level. Panel B reports measures of the cross-sectional distribution of size clustering around multiples of 500

shares plus or minus 100 shares. For each day in the sample period, the percent of trades that involve a multiple of

500 shares is determined for each stock, ignoring all trades not within plus or minus 100 shares of a 500-share

multiple. The cross-sectional mean and standard deviation of this distribution are calculated daily. Each cell

contains the mean and, in parentheses, the standard deviation of the daily means and standard deviations over the

sample period. Panel C reports measures of the time-series distribution of the percent rounded for each stock. The

time-series mean and standard deviation are calculated for each stock. Each cell similarly contains the mean and

standard deviation of the time-series means and standard deviations across stocks.
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single p-value for each sample where all trades at multiples of 1,000 shares are summed and
compared to the sum of all trades that are either multiples of 1,000 shares or exactly 500
shares more or less than these multiples. Hence, both types of binomial z-tests are designed
to determine whether there is a second level of clustering on multiples of 1,000 shares in
comparison to trade sizes that are exactly 500 shares more or less than the multiples. As the
middle part of Panel A shows, the pooled test results indicate that over 50% of orders or
trades involve a multiple of 1,000 shares except for 2002, when it is 45.1% for NYSE and
43.7% for Nasdaq. Again, it is not surprising that the null is rejected at the 1% significance
level for every one of these pooled tests. Furthermore, the individual tests reject the null at
the 5% level for each one of the 19 multiples of 1,000 shares for each sample except for two
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multiples with TORQ orders, two with 1998 Nasdaq trades, and four with 2002 Nasdaq
trades. Thus, there appears to be a second level of size clustering at multiples of 1,000
shares.
Lastly, we examine trades for clustering at multiples of 5,000 shares by comparing the

trade-size frequencies at each multiple of 5,000 shares with trade sizes that are exactly

1,000 shares more or less than the multiple, beginning with a trade size of 5,000 shares.
Thus, for individual tests the number of trades at 5,000 shares is compared to the summed
number of trades at 4,000, 5,000, and 6,000 shares, with similar additional tests for other
multiples of 5,000 shares. Pooled tests in which the data are summed over all 5,000-share
multiples, plus or minus 1,000 shares, are also conducted. As the bottom part of Panel A
shows, the pooled test results support at the 1% significance level the notion of size
clustering at multiples of 5,000 shares, as over 70% of orders or trades involve a multiple
of 5,000 shares. Because the individual test results similarly reject the null for all of the
three multiples of 5,000 shares in each sample, there appears to be a third level of size
clustering at 5,000 shares.

2.4. Cross-sectional and time-series variation in size clustering

Next, we seek to determine if size clustering occurs with consistency. This is done by
calculating the percent of size clustering for each stock on each day as the number of trades
at a multiple of 500 shares divided by the total number of trades. Note that all orders or
trades that are neither a multiple of 500 shares nor within 100 shares of a 500-share
multiple are excluded. Using these percentages, we conduct cross-sectional and time-series
analyses of size clustering.
First, for each day in the sample period we construct a cross-sectional distribution of size

clustering. Panel B of Table 3 reports the distribution of these daily cross-sectional means
and standard deviations. The typical daily mean on the NYSE is around 70% until 2002,
when it drops to 50.4%. On Nasdaq the typical daily mean is even higher at 81.4% in 1998,
and then, as for the NYSE, drops to 65.2%. Thus, every day more than one-half of all
orders and trades within 100 shares of a multiple of 500 shares involve a rounded size.
However, there is substantial variation across stocks in the amount of clustering, as the
typical standard deviation in the daily cross-sectional distribution is between 15.6% and
24.3%.12 Finally, there is little variation in the mean and standard deviation from day to
day, as the standard deviations of the daily means and standard deviations are less than
3% for each sample.
Second, we use the percent clustering for a given stock for every day in a given sample

year to construct a time-series distribution of its size clustering. Panel C of Table 3 reports
the distribution of the means of these time-series distributions, which are nearly the same
as the means of the cross-sectional distributions shown in Panel B because both panels
involve using the same data to take an average of averages, with the slight differences being
attributable to a few stocks without any orders or trades on some days. More interesting is
the range in the standard deviations of 5.8–10.7%, indicating substantial cross-sectional
variability in the mean amount of size clustering.
Panel C also shows the means of the standard deviations of the time-series distributions,

which fall steadily on the NYSE over time from 19.1% for orders and 22.7% for trades in
12Medians, while not reported, are nearly identical to the means.
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1990–1991 to 12.1% in 2002. This finding indicates substantial but declining variability
over time in the degree of size clustering for the typical stock. However, no such decline is
noted on Nasdaq, where the percentage increases slightly from 18.7% in 1998 to 19.5% in
2002.

In summary, Table 3 indicates that (1) there are three levels of size clustering on the
NYSE and Nasdaq, (2) there is substantial variation in size clustering each day across
stocks, and (3) the amount of clustering in a given stock varies substantially over time.
However, the overall amount of clustering across stocks seems relatively stable over time
until decimalization, after which both NYSE and Nasdaq report a decline. Lastly, there
are similar amounts of clustering in TORQ orders and trades in 1990–1991.
3. Clustering in price and size

We next seek to determine whether trade-size and price clustering occur with similar
frequency and whether they occur independently of each other. In doing so, only trades
that are either a multiple of 500 shares or 100 shares above or below a multiple of 500
shares are considered. On a given day, we calculate the proportion of these trades that
involve a multiple of 500 shares for each stock and then average these proportions across
stocks. In turn, we average these daily averages across the sample time period. The results,
shown in the top line of Panel A, Table 4, represent the average daily percentage of trades
that are rounded for the average stock in each sample.13 Binomial z-tests of proportions
reveal that these averages are all significantly greater than the null of 33.33%, indicating an
abnormally large degree of trade-size clustering.14

The second line of Panel A, Table 4, presents the test results for price rounding. A trade
is considered rounded in price if its price is a multiple of $0.25 for 1990–1991 and 1995, a
multiple of $0.125 for 1998, and a multiple of $0.05 for 2002. Hence, the null is that 50%
of trades in 1990–1991, 1995, and 1998 have rounded prices, while in 2002 the null is
20%. Again, only those trades that involve a multiple of 500 shares, plus or minus 100
shares, are examined on a given day with the proportion rounded in price determined
for each stock and, in turn, averaged across stocks. Finally, these daily averages are
themselves averaged over the sample time period. Thus, the table reports the average
daily percentage of prices that are rounded for the average stock in each sample. Binomial
z-tests of proportions reveal that these averages are all significantly greater than their
respective nulls. Thus, there is an abnormally large degree of price clustering in each
sample year.15

We next conduct Wilcoxon signed rank tests in order to see if there is a different relative
incidence of clustering in size than in price. In conducting these tests, the null is that the
difference in the amount of clustering in price and size is equal to �16.67%
( ¼ 33.3%�50.0%), except for 2002 when it is equal to 13.33% ( ¼ 33.3%�20.0%).
Because the test requires that the two samples be independent, the degree of size rounding
13Note that these results are similar to those shown in the top part of Panel A of Table 3, where the data are

pooled.
14Only trade-size clustering is analyzed with the TORQ 1990–1991 data because of the unavailability of trade

prices for orders that do not execute.
15Ikenberry and Weston (2003) also find evidence of price clustering at multiples of $0.05 after decimalization.

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/46538232_Clustering_in_US_Stock_Prices_after_Decimalisation?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-3988e6d0c089df1da4cbf28e2862d8a0-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzIyMjc3Njk4NTtBUzoxMDExMjM5MTg2NjM2ODRAMTQwMTEyMTIyOTk4Ng==
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Table 4

Frequency and independence of clustering in price and size

NYSE Nasdaq

1990–1991 1995 1998 2002 1998 2002

A. Percent rounded in size and pric-e

% Rounded in size 68.3** 69.0** 69.5** 50.4** 81.3** 65.2**

% Rounded in price 53.3** 52.7** 60.0** 42.2** 73.8** 43.4**

Difference (%) 15.0** 16.3** 9.5** 8.2** 7.5** 21.8**

Null (%) –16.7 –16.7 –16.7 13.3 –16.7 13.3

B. Contingency chi-square test statistics for trades at 500-share multiples7100 shares

6** 78** 2,153** 20,293** 514** 12,801**

This table reports the frequency and independence of clustering in size and price. Only trades at 500X shares plus

or minus 100 shares are included. Even-numbered days are used in estimating trade-size clustering and odd-

numbered days are used in estimating price clustering. On a given day, the percentage of trades that are rounded

in price and the percentage of trades that are rounded in size are computed for each stock. A trade is considered

rounded in size if it is at a multiple of 500 shares and a trade is considered rounded in price if it occurs on even

eighths in 1990–1991 and 1995, even sixteenths in 1998, and even twentieths in 2002; unrounded in price are all

other prices. The average percent rounded is calculated across stocks each day and the time-series average is

reported in Panel A. For the row labeled ‘‘% Rounded in size,’’ the null is 33.3% of trades are rounded in size. For

the row labeled ‘‘% Rounded in price,’’ the null is 50.0% of the trades are rounded in price for all years except

2002, when it is 20.0%. The % Rounded in size and % Rounded in price are tested using a sign test. The row

labeled ‘‘Null’’ is computed as 33.3%�50.0% ¼ �16.7% except for 2002, when it is 33.3%�20% ¼ 13.3%, and is

tested using a Wilcoxon test. In Panel B the chi-square test statistic is used for the analysis of independence in

contingency tables between trade-size and price rounding based on all trades in the sample period. **/* indicates

significance at the 1%/5% level.
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is based on even-numbered days while the degree of price rounding is based on odd-
numbered days.16 The results, shown in the bottom part of Panel A in Table 4, indicate
that the null is rejected in every sample, suggesting there is significantly more rounding in
size than in price, except in 2002 when there is more rounding in price than in size on the
NYSE.
In order to investigate possible simultaneous clustering of price and size, we form 2� 2

contingency tables based on all days in the sample period. Here, we classify each trade for
each stock as having (1) a rounded or unrounded size, and (2) a rounded or unrounded
price, again focusing on trades that are multiples of 500 shares, plus or minus 100 shares.
The associated chi-square values, found in Panel B of Table 4, indicate that the number of
observations involving unrounded sizes and prices as well as rounded sizes and prices are
significantly greater than expected. Thus, it appears that, in general, size and price
clustering are not independent.
In sum, our tests verify that significant trade-size and price clustering exists on both

the NYSE and Nasdaq. Furthermore, clustering in size and price are not independent
events. Importantly, the TORQ trade-size and order-size results are very similar, and the
16Whether a day is even or odd is determined by whether the integer representing the SAS (ver. 9.1) date is even

or odd. For consistency, the results of size and price rounding shown in the top and middle lines of Panel A are

based on these even- and odd-day subsamples.
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trade-size results for TORQ and TAQ are also very similar. These two observations
strengthen our confidence that our results using TAQ trade data can be generalized to
orders.

4. Modeling the rounding decision

We now turn to determining what market, firm, and trade factors are associated with the
use of a rounded trade size. Because the analysis is conducted in an intraday setting, we
estimate a bivariate probit regression model of trades.

4.1. Bivariate probit model

A bivariate probit model is preferred over a univariate probit model because of the
dependence of price and trade-size clustering observed in the chi-square contingency table tests
as shown in Table 4. Such dependence suggests that the error terms of trade-size and price
univariate probit equations are likely to be correlated, given the two equations have similar
independent variables. This means that the equations’ estimated coefficients are likely to be
inconsistent. However, the following bivariate probit model produces consistent estimates:

PrfRound sizeg ¼ F X 01b1 þ �1
� �

, (2)

PrfRound priceg ¼ F X 02b2 þ �2
� �

, (3)

Cov �1; �2ð Þ ¼ r, (4)

where X1 and X2 are matrices of independent variables, b1 and b2 are vectors of coefficients to
be estimated, and e1 and e2 are vectors of error terms.17

In the first equation of the bivariate probit model, we set the dependent variable equal to
one if the trade size is a multiple of 500 shares and zero if it is plus or minus 100 shares of a
multiple of 500 shares; all other trades are excluded from analysis. In the second equation
of the bivariate probit model, we set the dependent variable equal to one if a trade was
executed at a rounded price and zero otherwise. Again, a price is considered rounded if it is
a multiple of $0.25 in 1990–1991 and 1995, $0.125 in 1998, and $0.05 in 2002.

4.2. Independent variables

Three of the independent variables utilized in our trade-by-trade analysis are closely
linked to uncertainty in a stock’s value, and thus are similar to those used by Harris (1991)
in his study of price rounding. The negotiations hypothesis posits that greater uncertainty
leads to more rounding in order to speed up the time to execution. To test this hypothesis,
we measure the demeaned and standardized number of trades in the 15 minutes prior to
each trade’s execution; the resulting value is denoted DmTrdit for a trade at time t of stock
i. This is done by first dividing a given sample year into even and odd trading days with the
bivariate probit analysis being performed on trades that occur on the even-numbered days.
Then, for a given trade on an even-numbered day, the mean number of trades during the
corresponding previous 15minutes on odd-numbered days is determined, along with the
17See Greene (2003, pp. 710–719) for an introduction to bivariate probit analysis.

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/5217261_Stock_Price_Clustering_and_Discreteness?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-3988e6d0c089df1da4cbf28e2862d8a0-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzIyMjc3Njk4NTtBUzoxMDExMjM5MTg2NjM2ODRAMTQwMTEyMTIyOTk4Ng==
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standard deviation. Next, we subtract this mean from the actual number of trades during
the previous 15minutes on the even-numbered day in order to demean the number. Lastly,
we divide the demeaned number by the standard deviation in order to standardize it.18

Thus, the negotiations hypothesis implies that there will be more rounding in price when
DmTrdit is high, as this will correspond to greater-than-normal uncertainty in value.19

As for price and firm size, we employ two more of Harris’s independent variables.
Specifically, we calculate the inverse of the quote midpoint at the time of the trade
(InvPriceit) and the natural log of the market capitalization measured at the end of the
previous year (LnMktCapit). The negotiations hypothesis suggests that there should be less
price rounding for firms with either lower market prices, as such firms have less uncertainty
in value as measured in dollars, or greater market capitalization, as more information is
available about such firms.
When it comes to trade-size rounding, a similar relation is expected for the variable

DmTrdit, as it is faster and less risky in terms of reporting errors when communicating the
size of a rounded trade than a unrounded one during times of abnormally heavy trading.
However, the opposite relation should exist when it comes to market price. The reason is
that trade-size rounding is more consequential (in terms of aggregate purchase price) for
high-priced stocks. Furthermore, increasing or decreasing the trade size by a given number
of shares for a high-priced stock so as to have it rounded will lead to a greater deviation
from its desired weight in the investor’s portfolio. Consequently, a trade is hypothesized to
be less likely to be rounded in size if the stock’s price is relatively high. Lastly, because
there is no clear relation between firm size and the likelihood of trade-size rounding, the
variable LnMktCapit is not used as an independent variable in the trade-size probit.
We add six additional independent variables to the analysis. First, we include EOQit, a

dummy variable that equals one if the trade occurs in the last two weeks of a calendar
quarter, and zero otherwise in the trade-size probit. Moulton (2005) hypothesizes that the
number of distinct trade sizes used in the two weeks before a quarter ends increases,
perhaps because portfolio managers seek to more fully align their portfolios with their
given objectives. Hence, less rounding is expected to occur in the last two weeks of a
calendar quarter. Second, we include Largeit, a dummy variable that equals one if trade
size is 10,000 shares or more, and zero otherwise, in both the trade-size and price probits.
Barclay and Warner (1993), Hasbrouck (1995), and Chakravarty (2001) indicate that large
trades individually (but not collectively) tend to have a greater effect on prices than
medium-sized trades. Hence, we hypothesize that large trades are more likely to be
rounded in both size and price than smaller trades due to a greater desire to have them
executed quickly. Third, we include GTDepthit, a dummy variable that equals one if trade
size is greater than the quoted depth, and zero otherwise.20 In deciding whether to compare
the trade size to the inside depth at the quoted bid or ask, the trade must be classified as
being initiated by either a seller or a buyer, respectively. This is accomplished by using the
Ellis, Michaely, and O’Hara (2000) method with the exception that there is no time lag
between trades and quotes (Bessembinder, 2003; Peterson and Sirri, 2003). Trades that
18Similarly, Werner (2003) uses demeaned measures of trading activity and price volatility.
19It might seem that this is inconsistent with Harris, who finds less price rounding for stocks with larger

numbers of trades. However, he uses the annual number of trades while we use trade-by-trade data along with a

measure of the abnormal number of trades associated with each trade.
20Bessembinder (1999, p. 390) notes that the depth shown on TAQ for Nasdaq does not reflect the depths of all

dealers matching the inside quote. Hence, it is a noisy measure for the 1998 and 2002 Nasdaq samples.
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exceed the quoted depth are more likely to involve coordination with other traders, and
hence are hypothesized to be more likely to be rounded in both price and trade size.
Fourth, we include Persistit, a dummy variable that equals one if the previous trade
involved a rounded size, and zero otherwise. It is included only in the trade-size probit
because, as we show later, a rounded (unrounded) trade size is more likely to occur if the
previous trade involved a rounded (unrounded) trade size. Fifth, we include SP1500it, a
third dummy variable that equals one if the stock belongs to the S&P 1500, and zero
otherwise. It is included only in the trade-size probit equation because index funds and
index arbitragers tend to place orders for specific sizes to reduce tracking error. We
therefore hypothesize that such trades are less likely to be rounded in size. Finally,
QSpreadit is the quoted spread at the time of the trade. It is included only in the price
probit equation because wider quoted spreads indicate more room for negotiating a price
within the spread. Hence, we hypothesize that trades associated with wider quoted spreads
are more likely to be rounded in price.
4.3. Results

Table 5 presents the bivariate probit model results.21 In Panel A the results generally
indicate that a trade is more likely to be rounded in size when there is heavy trading
volume, the stock’s price is low, the trade is large, the trade follows a rounded trade, and
the trade involves a stock that is not a member of the S&P 1500. Furthermore, we find mild
but consistent evidence that there is less trade-size rounding in the last two weeks of a
quarter, as all of the coefficients are negative, with two of them being statistically
significant at the 0.01 level and another one (Nasdaq 1998) at the 0.10 level. All of these
results are as expected; the latter result is consistent with the end-of-quarter hypothesis.

The price-rounding results, displayed in Panel B, are largely consistent with the
negotiations hypothesis in that a trade made during a time of heavy volume involving a
stock with a relatively higher price and smaller market capitalization is more likely to have
been executed at a rounded price. In addition, a trade is more likely to be rounded in price
if it is large in size and is executed when the quoted spread is relatively wide.22

Panel C shows that the parameter Rho, which estimates the covariance of the error
terms, is significant for both samples in 1998 and in 2002, indicating that the error terms
are correlated and that the bivariate probit model is appropriate. Panel D shows that the
likelihood ratio test for each year strongly rejects the null that the coefficients of the
independent variables are jointly zero, indicating the models have significant explanatory
power.
21We analyze a random sample of approximately 100,000 trades in 1990–1991, 1995, 1998, and 2002 in order to

assure convergence in a reasonable amount of time. Note that TORQ orders for 1990–1991 are not analyzed in

Table 5 or any of the subsequent tables, as trade prices are not provided for those orders that did not execute.
22We also measure volatility in the stock’s price by dividing the high by the low during the 15 minutes prior to

execution, and taking the natural log of the resulting number. Like DmTrdit, we demean and standardize this

number by using trades on odd-numbered days and denote it DmHiLoit. The hypothesis that there will tend to be

more rounding in size and price when DmHiLoit is high, as this will also be a time of greater-than-normal

uncertainty in value, is supported when DmHiLoit is used in lieu of DmTrdit. These two variables are not used

jointly since they are highly correlated and, as noted by Jones, Kaul, and Lipson (1994, p. 645), ‘‘any information

in the trading behavior of agents is almost entirely contained in the frequency of trades during a particular

interval.’’
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Table 5

Pooled bivariate probit estimates of choice to round in size and in price

Coefficient estimates NYSE Nasdaq

1990–1991 1995 1998 2002 1998 2002

A. Rounding in size

Intercept 0.445** 0.424** 0.471** �0.008 0.684** 0.233**

(0.010) (0.013) (0.015) (0.013) (0.009) (0.010)

DmTrd 0.023** 0.037** 0.031** 0.020** �0.000 0.012**

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.000) (0.001)

InvPrice 0.055** 1.112** 0.918** 0.647** 0.075** 0.070**

(0.017) (0.102) (0.123) (0.049) (0.020) (0.010)

EOQ �0.021 �0.001 �0.017 �0.030** �0.022 �0.039**

(0.013) (0.012) (0.012) (0.011) (0.013) (0.012)

Large 0.629** 0.641** 0.694** 0.748** 0.690** 1.003**

(0.019) (0.018) (0.021) (0.021) (0.044) (0.046)

GTDepth �0.073** �0.053** �0.019* �0.002 0.051** 0.051**

(0.013) (0.011) (0.010) (0.008) (0.011) (0.008)

Persist 0.269** 0.247** 0.244** 0.316** 0.486** 0.385**

(0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.010) (0.009)

SP1500 �0.027** �0.048** �0.125** �0.102** �0.008** �0.131**

(0.010) (0.011) (0.014) (0.012) (0.011) (0.009)

B. Rounding in price

Intercept 0.104** 0.386** 0.340** �0.352** 0.706** 1.065**

(0.038) (0.076) (0.064) (0.065) (0.065) (0.060)

DmTrd 0.013** 0.012** 0.016** 0.012** 0.001** 0.004**

(0.003) (0.002) (0.003) (0.004) (0.000) (0.001)

InvPrice �0.234** �0.429** �0.624** �0.614** �0.606** �0.249**

(0.035) (0.101) (0.120) (0.055) (0.020) (0.014)

LnMktCap �0.009** �0.019** �0.016** �0.009** �0.030** �0.073**

(0.002) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

Large 0.111** 0.158** 0.312** 0.738** 0.154** 0.315**

(0.015) (0.014) (0.017) (0.019) (0.027) (0.033)

GTDepth 0.104** 0.023* 0.118** 0.033** �0.035** 0.048**

(0.012) (0.010) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.008)

QSpread 0.534** 0.428** 1.395** 4.256** 2.811** 0.233**

(0.051) (0.060) (0.055) (0.101) (0.037) (0.039)

C. Rho 0.005 0.002 0.019** 0.062** 0.039** 0.044**

(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.006) (0.005)

D. Likelihood ratio 2,898** 4,380** 4,158** 7,188** 12,412** 4,206**

This table reports parameter estimates (standard errors) of the simultaneous probability of rounding in size and

price. The unrounded trades are sizes plus or minus 100 from the rounded sizes, which are at multiples of 500

shares; all other trades are excluded. For prices, the model has rounded prices at even eighths (1990–1991; 1995),

even sixteenths (1998), and even twentieths (2002); all other prices are considered unrounded. The independent

variables include: DmTrd (demeaned standardized number of trades in previous 15minutes); InvPrice (inverse of

the quote midpoint for the current trade); EOQ (one if trade occurs within 10 trading days of quarter-end, zero

otherwise); LnMktCap (natural log of the market cap at the end of the previous year); Large (one if trade size is

greater than or equal to 10,000 shares, zero otherwise); GTDepth (one if trade size is greater than depth, zero

otherwise); Persist (one if previous trade was rounded, zero otherwise); SP1500 (one if stock is member of S&P

1500, zero otherwise); and QSpread (quoted spread). Opening trades on the NYSE and trades prior to 9:45 am on

Nasdaq are excluded. **/* indicates significance at the 1%/5% level. Random samples of 100,000 trades are

selected for all models. Rho is the estimated covariance of the error terms. The likelihood ratio test is described by

Greene (2003, pp. 484–486).
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5. Analyzing trade-execution costs

We now proceed to examine a commonly used measure of trade-execution costs, namely
proportional effective half-spreads, in order to determine whether rounded trades receive
comparable execution relative to unrounded trades.23

5.1. Research procedure

In measuring proportional effective half-spreads (hereafter ‘‘spreads’’) we use the
following procedure. Consider analyzing spreads for rounded and unrounded trades
during a given sample year by using the following standard equation for trade t of stock i:

Proportional Effective Half �Spreadit ¼
Dit Priceit �Midpointitð Þ

Midpointit

, (5)

where Dit is the direction of the trade using the Ellis, Michaely, and O’Hara (2000) method
that has Dit ¼+1 if the trade is a buy and �1 if it is a sell, with the exception that there is
no time lag between trades and quotes, and Midpointit is the average of the inside bid and
ask quoted prices at the time of execution.24 This spread measure takes into account both
quoted and actual prices, and thus is a more meaningful measure of a trade’s execution
cost than the proportional quoted half-spread.25

First, we calculate the spread for each trade of each stock during a given sample period.
Second, for a given stock-day we calculate the average spread at each trade size up to
20,100 shares, resulting in a maximum of 201 spread estimates per stock-day. Third, we
discard those average spreads for trade sizes that were neither a multiple of 500 shares nor
within 100 shares of a 500-share multiple, resulting in a maximum of 120 average spreads
per stock-day. Fourth, if on a given stock-day any multiple of 500 shares had no trades at
either that multiple or at both of the adjacent 100-share levels, then we discard that ‘‘three-
tuple’’ for that day. For example, if there are two trades at 7,000 shares but none at either
6,900 or 7,100 shares on a given stock-day, then the 6,900–7,000–7,100 three-tuple is
discarded for that stock-day. Similarly, the three-tuple would be discarded if there were
three trades at 6,900 shares and two at 7,100 shares but no trades at 7,000 shares. Fifth, we
average the remaining average spreads at each multiple of 500 shares for each stock-day;
similarly, the average of all the adjacent trade-size average spreads are averaged.26 Thus,
for each stock-day there is an overall average spread for rounded trade sizes and another
overall average spread for unrounded trade sizes. Sixth, we average these average spreads
across stocks on each day, resulting in an average rounded spread and an average
unrounded spread for each day of the sample period. Finally, the difference between these
two sets of daily average spreads is calculated and tested using a t-test and Wilcoxon
signed-rank test. We also use a binomial sign test to determine whether the percentage of
stocks with wider spreads for rounded trades is significantly different from 50%.
23For more on this and other measures of trade-execution costs, see Bessembinder (2003). For a comparison of

NYSE and Nasdaq trade-execution costs using Dash-5 reports, see Boehmer (2005).
24Similar results also obtain using the Lee and Ready (1991) method for classifying trades.
25Jones and Lipson (2003, p. 6) note that effective spreads ‘‘are not perfect measures of trading costs for many

reasons’’ but are ‘‘simple to measure, [and] readily available.’’
26If there are trades at only one of the two adjacent trade sizes (e.g., three trades at 6,900 shares but none at

7,100 shares), then we use the average of that adjacent size as the average of the other adjacent size.
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Table 6

Comparison of proportional effective half-spreads for rounded and unrounded sizes

% Rounded 4
Sample Rounded Unrounded Difference % unrounded

A. NYSE

1990–1991 35.67 35.44 0.23 52.4

1995 30.57 30.52 0.05 47.6

1998 22.54 22.51 0.04 52.0

2002 12.58 13.29 –0.71**,yy 30.2yy

B. Nasdaq

1998 58.12 57.50 0.62 54.4

2002 36.16 36.13 0.03 52.8

This table reports the mean proportional effective half-spread ( ¼ Dit [Priceit�Midpointit]/Midpointit) for the

sample described in Table 1, where Dit is the trade side (1 or �1) using the Ellis, Michaely, and O’Hara (2000)

method without a lag, Priceit is the price observed at time t, and Midpointit is the quote midpoint observed at time

t. For each stock-day, the average effective half-spread is calculated at each trade size. For each rounded size

(multiple of 500 shares), if there are trades at the rounded size and either or both of the rounded size plus or minus

100 shares, then the spread of the rounded size and the average spread of the unrounded size are output. The

average spread of the unrounded size is the average of the spread at the rounded size minus 100 shares and the

spread at the rounded size plus 100 shares. For each stock-day the average rounded and unrounded spread is

computed. Next, the equally weighted average spread is calculated across stocks each day. The table reports the

average across days. The sample size for 1990–1991 is 63 days and 252 days for all other years. **/*, yy/y, and yy/y

indicate significance at the 1%/5% level using a t-test, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, and binomial sign test,

respectively. Half-spreads are reported in basis points.
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5.2. Univariate analysis

In comparing the four sample periods, Table 6 shows that proportional effective half-
spreads declined consistently from 1990 to 1991 through 2002 for both rounded and
unrounded trades. This is as expected, given the reduction in the minimum tick size from
eighths to sixteenths to pennies and the continual increase in trading volume over this time
period as shown in Table 1. Furthermore, the results indicate an insignificant difference
between spreads of rounded and unrounded trade sizes except in 2002 for NYSE when
rounded trades have narrower spreads.
5.3. Ordered probit analysis

The proportional effective half-spreads reported in Table 6 are likely to vary subject to
factors such as trading intensity. In order to see if these spreads vary after accounting for
such factors we begin with the following regression model:

Effective Half �Spreadit ¼ aþ b1 LnSizeit þ b2 GTDSizeit þ b3 DmTrdit þ b4 Persistit þ �it,

(6a)

where Effective Half-Spreadit for trade t of stock i is the proportional effective half-spread
given in Eq. (5) multiplied by Midpointit, which is equivalent to using the half-spreads that
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are not measured proportional to price.27 The independent variables LnSizeit, DmTrdit,
and Persistit are described above with regard to Table 5. The interactive term GTDSizeit is
defined to be equal to GTDepthit� (LnSizeit – LnDepthit), where GTDepthit and LnSizeit

are as described above and LnDepthit is the log of the quoted depth at the inside bid if the
trade is initiated by a seller and at the inside ask if it is initiated by a buyer. In this context,
b1 represents the marginal effect of trade size on the effective spread when the trade size is
less than or equal to the inside quoted depth, while the sum b1+b2 represents the marginal
effect when the trade is greater than the inside depth. We hypothesize that effective spreads
increase with trade size, but more rapidly when the trade size is greater than the quoted
depth, i.e., we hypothesize that b140 and b240. The dark solid kinked line in Panel A of
Fig. 2 illustrates the equation with regard to trade size and quoted depth. Note how the
slope of the line to the left of the kink is b1 and the slope to the right of the link is b1+b2.

Given our interest in the effect of trade-size rounding on effective spreads, Eq. (6a) is
expanded in the following manner:

Effective Half �Spreadit ¼ aþ a0Roundit þ b1 LnSizeit þ b01 Roundit � LnSizeit

þ b2 GTDSizeit þ b02 Roundit � GTDSizeit þ b3 DmTrdit

þ b4 Persistit þ �it. ð6bÞ

This equation can be thought of as consisting of two kinked lines like the ones shown in
Panel B of Fig. 2 – one for unrounded trades (the solid line) and the other for rounded
trades (the dashed line). The differences in the two lines appear in the estimates of a0, b1

0,
and b2

0. We separately estimate Eq. (6b) as a fixed-effects ordered probit regression
equation for each even-numbered day during the sample period, as odd-numbered days are
used to estimate DmTrdit. We then average and analyze the time series of the estimated
coefficients, accounting for any time-series autocorrelation in the errors.

Note that the dependent variable Effective Half-Spreadit can assume only a limited
number of values. As an example, in 1990–1991 and 1995 it can be either 0, 1/16, 1/8, 3/16,
and so on. Let Effective Half-Spreadit equal zero if the half-spread is 0, one if it is 1/16, two
if it is 1/8, three if it is 3/16, or four if it is 1/4, at which point 95% of the trades are
accounted for. Thus, Effective Half-Spreadit ¼ 4 if the trade has an effective half-spread of
1/4 or greater. Since the number of intercept terms a in Eq. (6) is equal to one less than the
number of values that Effective Half-Spreadit can assume, there are four intercept terms for
1990–1991.28

The results are presented in Panel A of Table 7. Note that the coefficients on the variable
Roundit are of different signs depending on the sample, being significantly positive in the
early years and significantly negative in the later years. According to Greene (2003, pp.
736–740), interpreting the marginal effect of the estimated coefficients of an ordered probit
model must be done carefully. After running the fixed-effects ordered probit equation on a
given even-numbered day, the mean and standard deviation for each independent variable
are determined for that day and used to simulate the marginal effect of the estimated
coefficients for that day’s ordered probit equation. However, the average trade size relative
to the average quoted depth for that day affects how certain variables are treated.
27Hausman, Lo, and MacKinlay (1992) are the first to use ordered probit analysis to examine microstructure

issues.
28The number of values that the dependent variable assumes in 1990–1991, 1995, 1998, and 2002 was 5, 5, 7, and

15, respectively.
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B. Effective spreads as a function of rounded 
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Fig. 2. The impact of trade size on effective spreads. In Panel A the dark solid kinked line represents a graphical

depiction of the following regression equation for the effective half-spread associated with a trade of stock i at

time t:

EHSit ¼ aþ b1 LnSizeit þ b2 GTDSizeþ �it,

where LnSize is the log of the trade size, and GTDSize equals LnSize minus the log of the quoted depth if positive

and zero otherwise where the quoted depth is the size of the inside bid for trades initiated by sellers and the inside

ask for those initiated by buyers. Panel B depicts the following regression equation where Roundit equals one if the

trade involves a round size and zero otherwise:

EHSit ¼ aþ a0 Roundit þ b1LnSizeit þ b01 RounditLnSizeit þ b2GTDSizeit þ b02 Round 0 GTDSizeit þ �it.

The equation reduces to the solid kinked line for unrounded trades and the solid line for rounded trades.
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For example, consider the marginal effect of the variable of greatest importance to our
analysis, Roundit. In the case of rounded trades (i.e., when Roundit ¼ 1), the variables
GTDSizeit and Roundit�GTDSizeit are set equal to zero if the average trade size is less
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Table 7

Ordered probit analysis of effective half-spreads

NYSE Nasdaq

1990–1991 1995 1998 2002 1998 2002

A. Time-series averages of selected coefficient estimates

Round 0.130**,yy 0.048*,y 0.070**,yy –0.048**,yy –0.640**,yy �0.667**,yy

LnSize �0.050**,yy 0.015**,yy 0.052**,yy 0.020**,yy –0.076**,yy 0.030**,yy

Round�LnSize �0.013** 0.001 �0.005*,yy 0.004yy 0.099**,yy 0.095**,yy

GTDSize 0.033* 0.226**,yy 0.216**,yy 0.159**,yy 0.023**,yy 0.041**,yy

Round�GTDSize 0.032 �0.032**,yy �0.052**,yy –0.013**,yy 0.002yy 0.016**,yy

DmTrd �.007 �0.021**,yy 0.027**,yy 0.048**,yy 0.019**,yy 0.039**,yy

Persist �0.055**,yy �0.037**,yy 0.030**,yy 0.015**,yy 0.003 �0.049**,yy

B. Simulated effects of rounding on effective half-spreads (in b)

Rounded 6.59 6.28 4.97 2.03 7.65 2.42

Unrounded 6.27 6.13 4.80 2.09 8.97 3.74

Difference 0.32**,yy 0.14**,yy 0.17**,yy �0.06**,yy �1.32**,yy �1.32**,yy

C. Simulated effects of other variables on effective half-spreads (in b)

DmTrd+s 6.29 6.10 4.93 2.20 9.40 3.91

DmTrd�s 6.34 6.27 4.70 1.97 8.89 3.56

Difference �0.05 �0.17**,yy 0.23**,yy 0.23**,yy 0.51**,yy 0.36**,yy

Persist ¼ 1 6.21 6.12 4.87 2.11 9.15 3.62

Persist ¼ 0 6.38 6.22 4.78 2.07 9.13 3.76

Difference �0.17**,yy �0.10**,yy 0.10**,yy 0.03**,yy 0.02 �0.16**,yy

Rounded

LnSize+s 6.36 6.34 5.19 2.07 7.25 2.50

LnSize�s 6.82 6.21 4.76 1.99 8.06 2.35

Difference �0.45**,yy 0.13**,yy 0.44**,yy 0.08**,yy �0.81**,yy 0.15**,yy

Unrounded

LnSize+s 6.05 6.20 5.02 2.14 8.54 3.83

LnSize�s 6.49 6.07 4.59 2.05 9.41 3.65

Difference �0.45**,yy 0.13**,yy 0.43**,yy 0.09**,yy �0.87**,yy 0.19**,yy

This table reports results from an analysis of effective half-spreads ( ¼ Dit[Priceit�Midpointit]), where Dit is the

trade side (1 or �1) using the Ellis, Michaely, and O’Hara (2000) method without a lag and Midpointit is the quote

midpoint observed at time t. A fixed-effects ordered probit model of the following form: Pr{ESt p k | zt,

Xt} ¼ F(Sak+z0to+b0 Xt+et) is estimated for each even day in the sample period with k ¼ 5/5/7/15 intercepts for

1991/1995/1998/2002 samples. z is an indicator variable for n�1 stocks, where n is the number of stocks. The

independent variables include: Round (one if trade was for a multiple of 500 shares, zero otherwise); LnSize (log of

trade size); Round�LnSize; GTDSize (LnSize – log of depth if trade size is greater than depth, zero otherwise);

Round�GTDSize (LnSize – log of depth if trade size is rounded and greater than depth, zero otherwise); DmTrd

(the demeaned standardized number of trades in the previous 15 minutes); and Persist (one if previous trade was

rounded, zero otherwise). Opening trades on the NYSE and trades prior to 9:45 am on Nasdaq are excluded. For

each regression the slopes as well as the means and standard deviations of the independent variables are retained.

In Panel A the time-series averages are reported and tested after correcting for autocorrelation. Panels B and C

report the simulated effects of rounding on half-spreads. On each even day in the sample period the estimated

half-spread is computed for the trade type indicated, setting the variables to levels that would occur for the

average trade on a given day. The time-series average differences are tested after correcting for autocorrelation.

**/* and yy/y indicate significance at the 1%/5% level using a t-test and a binomial sign test, respectively.
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than the average depth; the mean value is used if the average trade size is more than the
average depth. All other variables are set to their means. In estimating the marginal effect
of not rounding (i.e., when Roundit ¼ 0), the same procedure is followed except that
Roundit, Roundit�LnSizeit, and Roundit�GTDSizeit are set equal to zero regardless of the
size of the trade relative to the depth. We employ analogous treatment when the other
variables are examined in Panel C. Once this analysis is complete, we separately average
the daily values for Roundit ¼ 1 and 0, which we refer to as Simulated Effects in Panel B of
the table.
The results indicate that for the six sample periods, rounded trades realize significantly

higher effective half-spreads during three of them.29 This suggests that the negotiations
hypothesis is not a complete explanation for rounding. In Panel C, we obtain inconsistent
results for all of the explanatory variables, which is not surprising given the results in Panel A.

6. Analyzing the price impact of trades

The bivariate probit analysis of Table 5 suggests that rounded trade sizes tend to be used
when there is abnormally heavy trading, a period during which informed trading is
especially likely to be present (see Admati and Pfleiderer, 1988). We now seek to determine
whether informed traders tend to make relatively more or less use of rounded sizes than
noise or liquidity traders.

6.1. Estimating and comparing proportional price impacts

The price impact of trade t of stock i is defined as

Price Impactit ¼ DitðMidpointitþ5 minutes �MidpointitÞ, (7)

where Price Impactit, the movement of the quote midpoint from the time of trade t to 5
minutes later, reflects the influence of the information contained in the trade on the price of
the stock and hence can be viewed as a measure of the trade’s adverse selection cost. In
order to standardize this measure, the price impact of a trade is divided by the quote
midpoint, resulting in the proportional price impact of the trade:

Proportional Price Impactit ¼
DitðMidpointitþ5 minutes �MidpointitÞ

Midpointit

. (8)

Note that trades resulting in greater proportional price impacts are more likely, on
average, to have been made by informed traders than noise or liquidity traders.
We calculate and analyze the proportional price impact for each trade in our sample in a

manner identical to the procedure used to analyze effective half-spreads. Thus, for each day there
is an overall average proportional price impact for rounded trade sizes and a second overall
average for unrounded trade sizes; the difference between these two sets of daily average price
impacts is examined using a t-test, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test, and a binomial sign test. Table 8
shows that the proportional price impact is greater for rounded than unrounded trade sizes in
each sample year, and is significantly so except for 1990–1991, leaving open the possibility that
informed traders are more likely than noise or liquidity traders to use rounded sizes.
29As a robustness check, we replace the right-hand side of Eq. (6b) with a+a0 Roundit+b1 LnSizeit+

b2 GTDepthit+b3 DmTrdit+b4 Persistit+eit and obtain similar results regarding rounded trades.
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Table 8

Comparison of proportional price impact for rounded and unrounded sizes

% Rounded 4
Sample Rounded Unrounded Difference % unrounded

A. NYSE

1990–1991 11.47 11.03 0.45 55.6

1995 14.65 13.30 1.35**,yy 74.2yy

1998 18.24 15.64 2.60**,yy 84.1yy

2002 10.43 9.76 0.66**,yy 61.9yy

B. Nasdaq

1998 15.14 11.64 3.50**,yy 78.6yy

2002 11.89 10.13 1.76**,yy 67.1yy

This table reports the mean proportional price impact ( ¼ Dit[Midpointit+5minutes�Midpointit]/Midpointit) for the

sample described in Table 1, where Dit is the trade side (1 or �1) using the Ellis, Michaely, and O’Hara (2000)

method without a lag, Midpointit is the quote midpoint observed at time t, and Midpointit+5 minutes is the quote

midpoint observed 5 minutes after time t. For each stock-day, the average price impact is calculated at each trade

size. For each rounded size (multiple of 500 shares), if there are trades at the rounded size and either or both of the

rounded size plus or minus 100 shares, then the average price impacts of the rounded size and unrounded size are

determined. The average price impact of the unrounded size is the average of the price impact at the rounded size

minus 100 shares and the average price impact at the rounded size plus 100 shares. For each stock-day the average

rounded and unrounded price impact is computed. Next, the equally weighted average price impact is calculated

across stocks each day. The table reports the average across days. The sample size for 1990–1991 is 63 days and

252 days for all other years. **/*, yy/y, and yy/y indicate significance at the 1%/5% using a t-test, Wilcoxon signed-

rank test, and binomial sign test, respectively. Price impacts are reported in basis points.
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The possibility remains that the price impact results above are due to the specialist
moving the midpoint more after a rounded trade than after an unrounded trade. However,
analysis of those trades that were not followed by another trade within the next 5 minutes
provide price impact results similar to those we obtain when analyzing those trades that
were followed by another trade in the next 5 minutes. Furthermore, similar results obtain
with the two Nasdaq samples, in which there are dealers, not specialists. Thus, it appears
that the midpoint moves by a similar amount 5 minutes after a rounded trade regardless of
whether or not a trade takes place in this 5-minute time period. In sum, market-makers, be
they specialists or dealers, appear to react quickly in adjusting their quotes to a rounded
trade.

6.2. Ordered probit analysis

Like proportional effective half-spreads, the proportional price impacts reported in
Table 8 are likely to vary subject to a number of factors. Hence, we again utilize a fixed-
effects ordered probit regression equation similar to Eq. (6b) in order to see if the price
impact of a trade differs based on whether it involves a rounded size. Consistent with
Hasbrouck (1991), who notes that the price impact of a trade is an increasing concave
function of the trade’s size, we use the equation:

Price Impactit ¼ aþ a0Roundit þ b1 LnSizeit þ b01 Roundit � LnSizeit

þ b2 GTDSizeit þ b02 Roundit � GTDSizeit þ b3 DmTrdit

þ b4 Persistit þ �it, ð9Þ
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which is identical to Eq. (6b) that we use for effective spreads except that here Price

Impactit for trade t of stock i, defined in Eq. (7), is used as the dependent variable.30 Similar
to the analysis of effective half-spreads, we estimate Eq. (9) for each even-numbered day in
the sample period (odd-numbered days are used to estimate DmTrdit) and then average the
coefficients, accounting for any time-series autocorrelation in the errors. The results are
displayed in Table 9.
Keeping in mind that care must be taken in interpreting the coefficients, the results in

Panel B reveal that rounded trades have significantly greater price impacts than unrounded
trades in each sample.31 Thus, the results in Table 8 continue to hold when allowing for
control variables. Furthermore, both tables show that price impacts are notably smaller
since decimalization. Interestingly, the table also shows in Panel C that price impacts are
likely to be greater in each sample when (1) there is below-normal trading, and (2) the
previous trade was rounded. Also, larger trade sizes have greater price impacts in all NYSE
samples. However, they have smaller price impacts on Nasdaq, which can be attributed to
larger informed trades of Nasdaq stocks taking place relatively more frequently on
electronic communication networks (ECNs), where effective and realized spreads are
smaller than those provided by market makers, implying smaller price impacts (Barclay,
Hendershott, and McCormick, 2003, particularly Table 9).
6.3. Persistence analysis

The observation that rounded trades have larger price impacts (or stated differently,
greater information content) raises the possibility that such trades are used by ‘‘stealth’’
traders, as initially defined by Barclay and Warner (1993). Such traders do not want to
place large orders, as doing so would be more likely to indicate that they are trading on
the basis of information that is not widely available. Because trading in small sizes may
involve substantial trading costs, these traders tend to use medium-sized trades, which
are defined to involve 500–9,900 shares. As mentioned earlier, Chakravarty (2001) finds
that such trades tend to be made by institutions. Because Keim and Madhavan (1995)
and others observe that institutions break up their orders into smaller amounts that
are subsequently executed over time, it seems possible that they, as stealth traders, tend
to break up their orders more frequently into rounded sizes than unrounded ones.
If so, two types of persistence should exist as stealth traders attempt to minimize the
probability that their information becomes public before the component orders have been
executed.32

First, there should be an increased probability that a trade will involve a rounded size if
the previous trade involved a rounded size. Evidence that this happens is provided in the
bivariate probit analysis of Table 5, where the estimated coefficient on the independent
variable Persistit is found to be significantly positive each year. As a robustness test, we
examine transition matrices (Bhat, 1972) in order to see if rounded (unrounded) trades
tend to be followed by rounded (unrounded) trades more than expected by chance. For
every year the chi-square test statistic is highly significant, indicating persistence.
30The dependent variable assumes 8, 8, 21, and 29 values in 1990–1991, 1995, 1998, and 2002, respectively.
31A robustness check in which Eq. (9) is modified as in footnote 29 produces similar results for rounded trades.
32See Barclay and Warner (1993). Also, ‘‘follow-on’’ traders, who successfully mimic the actions of informed

traders, will cause persistence; see Chakravarty and Sarkar (2002).
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Table 9

Ordered probit analysis of price impact

NYSE Nasdaq

1990–1991 1995 1998 2002 1998 2002

A. Time-series averages of selected coefficient estimates

Round 0.002 0.136**,yy 0.210**,yy 0.099**,yy 0.661**,yy 0.172**,yy

LnSize 0.065**,yy 0.091**,yy 0.055**,yy 0.011**,yy �0.001 �0.013**,yy

Round�LnSize 0.008 �0.008**,yy �0.022**,yy �0.011**,yy �0.082**,yy �0.023**,yy

GTDSize 0.079**,yy 0.127**,yy 0.077**,yy 0.035**,yy 0.061**,yy 0.043**,yy

Round�GTDSize �0.032 �0.036**,yy �0.020**,yy �0.013**,yy �0.026**,yy �0.007**,yy

DmTrd �0.014**,yy �0.006**,yy �0.006**,yy �0.007**,yy �0.013**,yy �0.008**,yy

Persist 0.029**,yy 0.042**,yy 0.018**,yy 0.010**,yy 0.015**,yy 0.001

B. Simulated effects of rounding on price impact (in b)

Rounded 2.88 4.09 5.19 1.83 5.00 2.12

Unrounded 2.72 3.47 3.60 1.35 1.57 1.16

Difference 0.15 0.62**,yy 1.59**,yy 0.48**,yy 3.43**,yy 0.96**,yy

C. Simulated effects of other variables on price impact (in b)

DmTrd+s 2.73 3.57 3.71 1.31 1.53 1.08

DmTrd�s 2.91 3.66 3.89 1.40 2.26 1.27

Difference �0.17**,yy �0.09**,yy �0.18**,yy �0.09**,yy �0.73**,yy �0.19**,yy

Persist ¼ 1 2.91 3.75 3.91 1.41 1.96 1.18

Persist ¼ 0 2.77 3.51 3.73 1.35 1.82 1.17

Difference 0.14**,yy 0.24**,yy 0.18**,yy 0.06**,yy 0.14**,yy 0.01

Rounded

LnSize+s 3.35 4.88 5.98 1.90 4.98 2.02

LnSize�s 2.43 3.34 4.41 1.75 5.03 2.21

Difference 0.92**,yy 1.54**,yy 1.57**,yy 0.16**,yy �0.05 �0.19**,yy

Unrounded

LnSize+s 3.18 4.22 4.37 1.43 1.55 1.07

LnSize�s 2.29 2.77 2.84 1.27 1.60 1.26

Difference 0.90**,yy 1.46**,yy 1.53**,yy 0.16**,yy �0.05 �0.19**,yy

This table reports results from an analysis of price impact ( ¼ Dit[Midpointit+5minutes�Midpointit]), where Dit is

the trade side (1 or �1) using the Ellis, Michaely, and O’Hara (2000) method without a lag, Midpointit is the quote

midpoint observed at time t, and Midpointit+5minutes is the quote midpoint observed five minutes after time t. A

fixed-effects ordered probit model of the form: Pr{PIt p k | zt, Xt} ¼ F(Sak+z0to+b0 Xt+et) is estimated for each

even day in the sample period with k ¼ 8/8/21/29 intercepts for the 1991/1995/1998/2002 samples. z is an indicator

variable for n�1 stocks, where n is the sample size. The independent variables include: Round (one if trade was for

a multiple of 500 shares, zero otherwise); LnSize (log of trade size); Round�LnSize; GTDSize (LnSize – log of

depth if trade size is greater than depth, zero otherwise); Round�GTDSize (LnSize – log of depth if trade size is

rounded and greater than depth, zero otherwise); DmTrd (the demeaned standardized number of trades in the

previous 15minutes); and Persist (one if previous trade was rounded, zero otherwise). Opening trades on the

NYSE and trades prior to 9:45 am on Nasdaq are excluded. For each regression the slopes as well as the means

and standard deviations of the independent variables are retained. In Panel A the time-series averages are reported

and tested after correcting for autocorrelation. Panels B and C report the simulated effects of rounding on price

impact. On each even day in the sample period the estimated price impact is computed for the trade type

indicated, setting the variables to levels that would occur for the average trade on a given day. The time-series

average differences are tested after correcting for autocorrelation. **/* and yy/y indicate significance at the 1%/5%

level using a t-test and binomial sign test, respectively.
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The second type of persistence involves trade initiation. The Lin-Sanger-Booth (1995)
spread decomposition model can be used to estimate the probability that a trade will be
initiated by a buy (sell) order if the previous trade was initiated by a buy (sell) order.33 This
is accomplished by utilizing the following equation for stock i:

zitþ1 ¼ yizit þ Zitþ1, (10)

where zit is the difference between the log of trade t’s price and the log of the quoted spread
midpoint when trade t is executed, yi is a measure of persistence, and Zit+1 is a random
error term. In this model the probability of a buy (sell) following a buy (sell) is di ¼ (yi+1)/
2.
In order to test for the existence of two regimes, one for rounded trade sizes and the

other for unrounded trade sizes, the following version of Eq. (10) is used:

zitþ1 ¼ yi1Di1tzit þ yi2Di2tzit þ yi3Di1tDi2tzit þ yi4zit þ Zitþ1, (11)

where Di1t equals one if trade t is for a multiple of 500 shares, zero otherwise, and Di2t

equals one if trade t+1 is for a multiple of 500 shares, zero otherwise. The sum
yi1+yi2+yi3+yi4 is the persistence measure for rounded trade sizes while yi4 is the measure
for unrounded sizes. Accordingly, yi1+yi2+yi3 is the difference in persistence between
rounded and unrounded trade sizes.
Once Eq. (11) is estimated for each stock in a given sample year, we calculate cross-

sectional means of the estimated coefficients. The Rounded–Rounded and Unrounded–
Unrounded values are shown in Table 10. Also shown in the table are the mean estimated
values of the difference yi1+yi2+yi3, along with the proportion of stocks with a positive
difference and the results from t-tests, Wilcoxon signed-rank tests, and binomial sign tests.
The results from all three tests indicate that rounded trades have significantly higher

persistence than unrounded trades in each year except 1990–1991.34 Thus, there tends to be
more persistence in trade initiation for rounded than unrounded trades.35 Interestingly,
persistence for both rounded and unrounded trades seems to have become more frequent
as the tick size is reduced, perhaps attributable to the reduced liquidity displayed at the
inside quotes associated with smaller ticks.

6.4. Rounding and price changes

In order to explore the possibility of relations existing among informed trading,
rounding, and trade size, each year every trade for each stock is classified as small (less
than 500 shares), medium (500–9,900 shares), or large (greater than 9,900 shares) as in
Barclay and Warner (1993) and Chakravarty (2001). For this analysis the proportional
price impact for each trade between 100 and 20,000 shares is estimated using Eq. (8) and
then averaged each day for each size from 100 to 20,100 shares for each stock. On a given
stock-day, the averages for 100, 200, 300, and 400 are averaged to determine the average
33Using different models, others such as Hasbrouck (1991) observe this type of persistence.
34We calculate the number of small (S), medium (M), and large (L) trades for each sample year. The ratios M/L

and (S+M)/L are both significantly greater in 1998 and 2002, suggesting relatively more block trades were

executed and less stealth trading took place under eighth pricing.
35We also use the Lin-Sanger-Booth model to estimate the price impact (i.e., adverse selection costs) of rounded

and unrounded trades in a manner similar to Eq. (11). The results show that in each year rounded trades have a

significantly higher price impact than unrounded trades, consistent with Table 9.
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Table 10

Persistence analysis of trades

Coefficient estimates NYSE Nasdaq

1990–1991 1995 1998 2002 1998 2002

Rounded–Rounded

yi1+yi2+yi3+yi4 0.340 0.452 0.516 0.774 0.547 0.608

Unrounded–Unrounded

yi4 0.384 0.360 0.413 0.727 0.519 0.559

Test of difference �0.041*,y 0.092**,yy 0.103**,yy 0.047**,yy 0.028**,yy 0.049**,yy

yi1+yi2+yi3 [0.430] [0.825]yy [0.849]yy [0.750]yy [0.551] [0.640]yy

For each stock in the sample described in Table 1, persistence measures based on Lin, Sanger, and Booth (1995)

are calculated for rounded and unrounded trade sizes using the following time-series regression equation for

stock i:

zitþ1 ¼ yi1Di1tzit þ yi2Di2tzit þ yi3Di1tDi2tzit þ yi4zit þ Zitþ1,

where Qit is the log of the quote midpoint at time t; Pit is the log of the trade price at time t; Di1t equals one if trade

t is for a multiple of 500 shares, zero otherwise; Di2t equals one if trade t+1 is for a multiple of 500 shares, zero

otherwise; and zit ¼ Pit – Qit. The sum yi1+yi2+yi3 is the estimated difference in the persistence measures for

rounded versus unrounded trade sizes. Cross-sectional means of the coefficients are calculated and shown in the

row labeled ‘‘rounded–rounded’’ and ‘‘unrounded–unrounded.’’ In the row labeled ‘‘test of difference’’ the first

element is the mean difference and the second is the proportion of stocks with a greater average for rounded trades

than unrounded trades. **/*, yy/y, and yy/y indicate significance at the 1%/5% level using a t-test, Wilcoxon signed-

rank test, and binomial sign test, respectively. Any stock with an implied negative spread for rounded or

unrounded trades is excluded. Results are similar when such stocks are included.
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price impact for small trades on that day. These small trade averages are averaged across
stocks on that day and then over the sample year, and are reported in Panel A of Table 11.
Interestingly, Nasdaq small trades realize a smaller price impact than NYSE in 1998, but a
greater one in 2002.

For medium and large trades, we consider only the average price impacts of trades
involving sizes that are multiples of 500 shares or 100 shares larger or smaller than a
multiple using a procedure similar to the one used to construct Panel A of Table 8. Thus, if
on a given stock-day a multiple of 500 shares does not have a trade, or if neither of the
adjacent 100-share sizes have a trade, then all three sizes are discarded for that day. The
resulting average price impacts for multiples of 500 shares ranging from 500 to 9,500 shares
are averaged for each stock and then across stocks on each day. We use the average of
these daily averages as a measure of the price impact of medium-sized rounded trades.
Similarly, the averages for 500-share multiples ranging from 10,000 to 20,000 shares are
averaged for each stock and then across stocks for each day, with the average of the daily
averages used to determine the price impact of large rounded trades. For medium-sized
and large unrounded sizes, the averages of the 100-shares larger or smaller than a multiple
of 500 shares are similarly averaged each day. Panel A also displays the average of these
daily averages.

As expected, medium-sized trades have a greater price impact than small trades.
Surprisingly, medium-sized trades have greater price impacts than large trades regardless
of rounding except for NYSE in 1990–1991 and 1995. Interestingly, the price impact is
greater for medium-sized rounded trades than unrounded trades in every sample period,
with the difference being significant in five of the six years. In contrast, the difference for
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Table 11

Stealth trading analysis

NYSE Nasdaq

1990–1991 1995 1998 2002 1998 2002

A. Average proportional price impact, assuming time-series independence

Small 7.32 7.89 10.44 8.70 9.37 9.61

Medium

Rounded 11.40 14.57 18.20 10.38 15.15 11.93

Unrounded 10.90 13.23 15.59 9.72 11.77 10.12

Difference 0.50 1.34**,yy 2.61**,yy 0.66**,yy 3.38**,yy 1.81**,yy

Large

Rounded 9.67 16.37 12.49 7.86 11.99 2.52

Unrounded 11.96 14.72 11.48 7.33 �4.50 6.97

Difference �2.28 1.65 1.00 0.53 16.50**,yy �4.45**,yy

B. Ordered probit analysis of price impact attributable to stealth trading

Round �0.247 0.161y 0.180**,yy 0.144**,yy �0.049 �0.012

Round�Medium 0.226 �0.044 �0.013 �0.035 0.570**,yy 0.131*,yy

LnSize 0.064**,yy 0.091**,yy 0.055**,yy 0.011**,yy �0.001 �0.013**,yy

Round�LnSize 0.036 �0.006 �0.013y �0.012*,yy �0.022 �0.005

Round�Medium�LnSize �0.025 �0.001 �0.002 �0.001 �0.040**,yy �0.010y

GTDSize 0.080**,yy 0.127**,yy 0.077**,yy 0.035**,yy 0.061**,yy 0.043**,yy

Round�GTDSize �0.098**,yy �0.096**,yy �0.063**,yy �0.023**,yy �0.024**,yy �0.023**,yy

Round�Medium�GTDSize 0.138**,yy 0.114**,yy 0.064**,yy 0.013**,yy 0.007 0.018**,yy

DmTrd �0.014**,yy �0.006**,yy �0.006**,yy �0.007**,yy �0.013**,yy �0.008**,yy

Persist 0.028**,yy 0.041**,yy 0.017**,yy 0.010**,yy 0.015**,yy 0.001

C. Simulated effects of rounding on price impact (in b)

Medium rounded 0.13 4.32 6.61 1.87 4.39 1.52

Medium unrounded 0.97 3.80 5.77 1.49 3.21 1.17

Medium difference 0.16 0.52**,yy 0.84**,yy 0.38**,yy 1.18**,yy 0.35**,yy

Large rounded 0.01 6.26 7.74 2.22 2.15 0.90

Large unrounded 0.11 5.97 7.69 2.11 4.20 1.63

Large difference �0.10 0.29* 0.05 0.11 �2.05**,yy
�0.73**,yy

Difference of differences 0.26 0.23
y

0.79**
,yy

0.27**
,yy

3.23**
,yy

1.09**
,yy
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S
D. Simulated effects of other variables on price impact (in b)

DmTrd+s 2.73 3.56 5.54 1.31 3.16 1.08

DmTrd�s 2.90 3.65 5.68 1.40 3.69 1.27

Difference –0.17**,yy –0.09**,yy –0.16**,yy –0.09**,yy �0.53**,yy �0.19**,yy

Persist ¼ 1 2.90 3.74 5.69 1.41 3.47 1.18

Persist ¼ 0 2.76 3.51 5.56 1.35 3.37 1.17

Difference 0.14**,yy 0.23**,yy 0.18**,yy 0.06**,yy 0.10**,yy 0.01

Medium rounded:

LnSize+s 3.41 4.76 6.96 1.92 4.39 1.46

LnSize�s 2.87 3.89 6.26 1.83 4.40 1.57

Difference 0.54**,yy 0.87**,yy 0.70**,yy 0.09**,yy �0.01 �0.11**,yy

Large rounded

LnSize+s 4.23 6.66 8.01 2.26 2.14 0.84

LnSize�s 3.80 5.86 7.47 2.19 2.16 0.95

Difference 0.43**,yy 0.80**,yy 0.54**,yy 0.07**,yy �0.02 �0.11**,yy

Unrounded

LnSize+s 3.17 4.21 6.04 1.43 3.17 1.07

LnSize�s 2.28 2.76 4.88 1.27 3.20 1.25

Difference 0.90**,yy 1.46**,yy 1.16**,yy 0.16**,yy �0.03 �0.18**,yy

Panel A reports the mean proportional price impact ( ¼ Dit[Midpointit+5minutes�Midpointit]/Midpointit) for the sample described in Table 1, where Dit is the trade

side (1 or �1) using the Ellis, Michaely, and O’Hara (2000) method without a lag, Midpointit is the quote midpoint observed at time t, and Midpointit+5minutes is the

quote midpoint observed five minutes after time t. For each stock-day, the average price impact is calculated at each trade size. For each rounded size (multiple of 500

shares), if there are trades at the round size and either or both of the rounded size plus or minus 100 shares, then the average price impact of the rounded size and the

average price impact of the unrounded size are determined. The average price impact of the unrounded size is the average of the average price impact at the rounded

size minus 100 shares and the average price impact at the rounded size plus 100 shares. For each stock-day the average rounded and unrounded price impact is

computed for medium-sized (500–9,900 shares) and large trades (10,000 or more shares). Similarly, for each stock-day the average price impact for small trades

(100–400 shares) is computed. Next, the equally weighted average price impact is calculated across stocks each day. The table reports the average across days. In Panel

B a fixed-effects ordered probit model analyzing price impact ( ¼ Dit[Midpointit+5minutes�Midpointit]) is estimated. This model is similar to that found in Table 9,

except that the additional term Medium that equals one if the trade size is between 500 and 9,900 shares and zero otherwise is included. In Panels C and D simulated

effects of rounding on price impacts are computed similarly as in Panels B and C in Table 9 with the exception that daily means of medium-sized and large trades are

computed separately. Significance is tested as described in Table 9. **/* and yy/y indicate significance at the 1%/5% level using a t-test (accounting for time-series

correlation in Panel B) and binomial sign test, respectively. Values are in basis points in Panel A.
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large trades is significantly positive for only one of the six years. These results suggest the
possibility that informed traders have a greater tendency to use rounded medium trade
sizes than rounded large trade sizes. However, caution is in order due to the small number
of observations that are available in determining the price impact of large trades in this
panel.36

In order to examine this possibility more thoroughly, we use the following fixed-effects
ordered probit regression equation similar to Eq. (9) in order to detect stealth trading:

Price Impactit ¼ aþ a0Roundit þ a00 Roundit �Mediumit þ b1 LnSizeit

þ b01 Roundit � LnSizeit þ b001 Roundit �Mediumit � LnSizeit þ b2 GTDSizeit

þ b02 Roundit � GTDSizeit þ b002 Roundit �Mediumit � GTDSizeit

þ b3 DmTrdit þ b4 Persistit þ �it, ð12Þ

where Mediumit equals 1 if trade t of stock i is between 500 and 9,900 shares, zero
otherwise, and the other variables are as defined earlier. This equation can be thought of as
being represented in Panel B of Fig. 2 except that there are now three kinked lines, which
represent unrounded trades, medium-sized rounded trades, and large rounded trades.
Again, since DmTrdit is estimated using odd-numbered days, only the even-numbered days
are used in the daily estimation of Eq. (12). The resulting estimated coefficients are
averaged and analyzed for significance, accounting for any time-series autocorrelation in
the errors.
Note that this equation allows for the price impact of a medium-sized rounded trade to

be an increasing convex function of its size that is different from an increasing convex
function for a large rounded trade. Furthermore, it allows unrounded trades to have a
different increasing convex function from those of either medium-sized or large rounded
trades. Thus, the intercept coefficient a00 on Roundit�Mediumit, and the slope coefficients
b100 and b200 on Roundit�Mediumit�LnSizeit and Roundit�Mediumit�GTDSizeit,
respectively, will suggest the presence of stealth traders if a00 and b100 are not significantly
negative and b200 is significantly positive. In such a situation, medium-sized rounded trades
can be viewed as being represented by the dashed kinked line in Panel B of Fig. 2, while
large rounded trades are represented by the solid line. Interestingly, this is what is observed
for the most part in Panel B of Table 11. First, in all six samples a00 is not significantly
negative, being insignificantly negative in three samples and positive in the other three.
Second, b100 is negative in all six samples but only once is it clearly significant. Third, b200 is
positive in all six samples, and significant in five of them.
Panel C of Table 11 displays the simulated effects of rounding on medium-sized and

large trades based on a methodology similar to the one used in Tables 7 and 9. Of note is
that in every sample period rounded medium-sized trades have a greater price impact than
unrounded medium-sized trades, with the difference being significant in all but one of the
samples. In contrast, rounded large trades have a greater price impact for only half of the
samples, with the difference being significant in only one of the samples. Most important is
that the row entitled ‘‘Difference of Differences,’’ which indicates that in every sample the
price impact of rounding is greater for medium-sized trades than large ones, with the
36Specifically, there are fewer trades at sizes adjacent to larger multiples of 500 shares for each stock. Also, the

seemingly anomalous negative price impact for large unrounded trades in 1998 on Nasdaq is consistent with

Barclay, Hendershott, and McCormick (2003), who note that prices often move in the opposite direction of a large

Nasdaq trade (p. 2639).
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difference being significant in all but one sample.37 These results are largely consistent with
those shown in Panel A.

Panel D of Table 11 reports results for DmTrdit and Persistit that are similar in sign and
magnitude to those shown in Table 9. Thus, price impacts of trades are likely to be greater
when trading is relatively slow and when the previous trade was rounded. Regarding
LnSizeit, larger trades lead to greater price impacts except for in the two Nasdaq samples.38

These results are consistent with informed traders using medium-sized rounded trades,
and thus potentially support the stealth trading hypothesis. They also are consistent with
the behavioral hypothesis in that rounding is more prevalent for large trades, yet the
difference in price impact associated with rounding for such trades is generally
insignificant, suggesting a similar degree of informed trading for large rounded and
unrounded orders.39

7. Alternative explanations for trade-size clustering

Although our analysis indicates trade-size clustering is consistent with the stealth trading
hypothesis, there may be other reasons for trades to cluster in size. These alternative
hypotheses concern (1) trade commission schedules, (2) market mechanisms such as
NYSE’s Direct+, (3) trading rules based on size, such as block trading exceptions, and (4)
the negotiations hypothesis. We address each of these issues next.

7.1. Trade commission schedules

If trade commission breakpoints are set at rounded sizes, this would encourage trades at
such sizes due to their lower cost. First, consider the commissions paid by institutional
traders. In a study on institutional trading patterns, Goldstein, Irvine, Kandel, and Wiener
(2004) suggest that there is relatively little variation in the distribution of per-share
commissions. They claim that the most important determinant of the per-share
commission of an order is the prior-period commission paid by an institutional client to
that same broker, stating that ‘‘factors potentially affecting the execution cost of an order,
such as the order size or trade difficulty, are relatively unimportant in determining the per-
share commission’’ (p. 3). Furthermore, in a survey of equity traders through
TraderForum of the Institutional Investor, Economides and Schwartz (1995) report that
commissions are viewed as an unimportant cost (see Table 9, p. 12). Therefore, the lack of
evidence in support of commission breakpoints for institutional traders suggests that
commission schedules of such traders are not driving our results.

Second, consider the commissions paid by retail investors. If commission schedules cause
such investors to choose rounded sizes, then one would expect to see more non-informed
37When we replace the right-hand side of Eq. (12) with a+a0 Roundit+a00 Roundit�Mediumit+b1 LnSizeit+

b2 GTDepthit+b3 DmTrdit+b4 Persistit+eit as a robustness check, similar results regarding the relative impact of

rounding for medium-sized and large trades obtain.
38As mentioned earlier, this observation is consistent with Barclay, Hendershott, and McCormick (2003).
39Note that any large order that is rounded to an even multiple of 500 shares will, if divided equally into two

orders, result in two rounded medium-sized trades upon execution; large orders for odd multiples of 500 shares

(e.g., 13,500) can be divided so as to result in two nearly equal rounded medium-sized trades (e.g., 6,500 and

7,000). Hence, it is possible that the observed price impact results can be attributable, at least in part, to such

orders being divided by stealth traders into smaller medium-sized rounded orders that are subsequently executed.
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trades at rounded sizes. However, the price impact results shown in Table 8 indicate that there
are proportionately more informed trades at rounded sizes. Therefore, trade commission
schedules of retail traders do not explain our results.

7.2. NYSE Direct+

The NYSE’s Direct+ is a facility that automatically executes orders up to 1,099 shares.
Such a market trading mechanism may cause TAQ users to observe an undue number of
trades at 1,000 shares. One way to determine whether Direct+ has had a material effect on
trade size would be to compare the NYSE results before and after Direct+ was fully
implemented in April 2001. Because the NYSE results of 1995 and 1998 are similar to
those in 2002, the idea that Direct+ explains our results can be rejected. Further, the
results for Nasdaq stocks are similar in most aspects to the results at the NYSE. Given that
Nasdaq does not use Direct+ further supports the notion that Direct+ has not influenced
our results.

7.3. Block trading rules

Block trades (orders of at least 10,000 shares) are often subject to certain more favorable
trading rules.40 For example, block trades are exempt from ITS trade-through rules. This
and related provisions might encourage some traders to increase their order size to exactly
10,000 shares in order to qualify as a block trade. At most, this explanation can only
address large orders. Accordingly, we repeat our analysis excluding trade sizes equal to or
greater than 9,900 shares. The results are unchanged, and thus block trading cannot
entirely explain our results.

7.4. Efficiency and the negotiations hypothesis

One empirically supported argument for the existence of price clustering (see Table 5
and Harris, 1991) is that it occurs to simplify the negotiation process, thereby reducing
reporting and price risk to both the buying and the selling parties. That is, the use of
rounded prices benefits both the buyer and the seller as it reduces the chance of both
misreporting and the market price moving away from the reservation price of one of the
parties. Perhaps something similar happens with respect to trade size. That is, it may be
more efficient for a floor broker working an order in pieces to shout or signal ‘‘5,000’’
shares rather than ‘‘4,900’’ when speed of execution is of particular importance and the
possibility of reporting errors is of heightened concern. However, Panel B of Table 7 shows
that the evidence is mixed in this regard. Half of the sample periods indicate that rounding
is associated with wider effective spreads, an observation that appears to be inconsistent
with the negotiations hypothesis since it suggests that rounding often does not result in
lower execution costs. Nevertheless, the evidence that price and trade-size rounding tend to
occur simultaneously and that trade-size rounding tends to occur when trading is
abnormally heavy is consistent with the negotiations hypothesis applying to floor traders
for some trades.
40See, for example, Keim and Madhavan (1996) for more on block trading.
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8. Conclusion

We present evidence that trade-size clustering increasingly occurs on the NYSE and
Nasdaq in three levels–multiples of 500, 1,000, and 5,000 shares, and in greater relative
frequency than price clustering. The data also show that there is substantial variation
in the amount of trade-size clustering over time for the typical stock and across stocks
on a typical day, with some diminution in the overall amount after decimaliza-
tion. Furthermore, trades involving a rounded size are also likely to involve a rounded
price.

Bivariate probit model analysis reveals that traders are more likely to use rounded sizes
when trading activity is relatively high, which are periods when informed trading is
especially likely to be present (see Admati and Pfleiderer, 1988). In addition, trade-size
rounding is less likely to occur for high-priced stocks, as it is more costly to round such
orders, and for stocks that are members of the S&P 1500, as they are frequently purchased
by index funds and index arbitragers in specific amounts in order to reduce tracking error.
Also, there is mild evidence that less rounding occurs shortly before the end of calendar
quarters, which is consistent with Moulton’s (2005) end-of-quarter hypothesis. Lastly,
rounding is more likely if the trade involves 10,000 or more shares, as rounding large
orders involves a smaller percentage alteration in the amount invested.

The negotiations hypothesis, initially developed to explain price clustering, suggests that
rounding benefits both the buyer and the seller as it reduces the chance of both
misreporting and the market price moving away from the reservation price of one of the
parties. Analysis of trade-execution costs indicates that trade-size rounding has no clear
bearing on a trade’s effective spread but is associated with a significantly greater price
impact. These results continue to hold when an ordered probit model with control
variables is used, and appear to be inconsistent with the negotiations hypothesis applying
to all trades, as they suggest the use of round sizes often does not result in lower execution
costs. However, we find other evidence that is consistent with this hypothesis. In particular,
the evidence that price and trade-size rounding tend to occur simultaneously and that
trade-size rounding tends to occur when trading is abnormally heavy is consistent with the
negotiations hypothesis applying to floor traders for some trades.

The observation that rounded trades have greater price impact than unrounded trades
suggests that such trades tend to be placed by informed traders. Furthermore, these traders
appear to have a tendency to use medium-sized trades, as we also observe that rounding
tends to lead to a greater relative price impact for medium-sized trades than large trades.
Tests of persistence reveal two additional interesting results. First, rounded trades tend to
follow rounded trades more than would be expected by chance. Second, trades initiated by
buyers (sellers) have a greater tendency to follow trades initiated by buyers (sellers) if they
are rounded than if they are not rounded.

The stealth trading hypothesis of Barclay and Warner (1993), according to which
informed traders use rounded medium-sized orders, appears to link several of these results
together. When breaking up a large order such traders (and follow-on traders who mimic
their actions) are likely to persist in initiating a number of similar-sized trades in the same
direction that tend to have a significantly positive large price impact. In sum, trade-size
clustering is possibly attributable, at least in part, to the actions of informed traders who
strategically seek to disguise their trades by placing multiple medium-sized rounded orders
during times of abnormally heavy trading.
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At this point there remain two unanswered questions. First, why do stealth traders tend
to round their medium-sized trades? Second, why does clustering occur increasingly at
multiples of 500, 1,000, and 5,000 shares? A possible answer to both questions lies in the
behavioral hypothesis and the observation that large orders and trades are generally
rounded. The large orders that stealth traders break up are often rounded. This might lead
to the use of medium-sized rounded trades, e.g., breaking up an order involving 12,000
shares is likely to produce several medium-sized rounded trades. Since large orders are
likely to involve informed institutions, given the analysis of Hasbrouck (1991) and
Chakravarty (2001), the subsequent medium-sized rounded trades are more likely to be
information-based. While there may be other explanations, the abnormal use of rounded
sizes for large orders and trades is consistent with the behavioral hypothesis. However, it
should be noted that rounding such orders and trades is relatively inconsequential, as the
effect of rounding on the aggregate purchase price and the security’s portfolio weight is
proportionally much smaller for a large size than a smaller one. In response to the second
question, the three levels of trade-size clustering that we observe are consistent with the
behavioral use of focal points (Schelling, 1960).
Additional research needs to be done to more fully understand trade-size clustering.

A good starting point would be to analyze recent order data (which are currently
unavailable to the public). In particular, institutions may release an order in stages to
brokers or floor traders, who may in turn break them up into smaller pieces. Having data
that indicate what happens at each stage would be of great value in further understanding
the rounding phenomenon described in this paper.
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